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REVISED & EXPANDED SECOND EDITIONThis manual is the result of a detailed

consideration of a societal collapse and the civil shift and aftermath that would impact

individuals and families who are intent on survival. The purpose of this manual is to provide

information to enhance the security, tactics, and survival skills of law-abiding citizens who are

faced with civil disorder, lawlessness, violence, and physical threat in a post-collapse

environment.The information in this manual is derived from training and experience gained

from service with special operations forces (SOF) and subsequent employment as a security

contractor in Iraq and Afghanistan. It is a distillation of tactics, techniques and procedures

(TTPs) adapted to the threat and environment anticipated in this type of scenario, in order to

provide the knowledge needed to survive in a world turned upside down.It is no longer just

survival of the fittest but survival of those prepared.The manual will take you from self-defense

as an individual, team and family, and on to tactics, techniques, procedures and training that

can be used by tactical teams that you may need to form in order to survive or to resist tyranny.

In a serious post-event scenario, one of total collapse with several months or years before

recovery, families, groups and communities may be forced to create such tactical defense

forces to protect personnel, loved ones and resources against hostile forces.There is

something in this manual for both the tactical newbie and the military veteran.Author’s blog:

maxvelocitytactical.comlogAuthors note on choosing Contact or Rapid Fire: Contact and Rapid

Fire are not designed as sequels, but are aimed at different audiences. There is an amount of

material, the main bulk of the tactical stuff, which is common to both books. It is not intended

that you buy both, just one or the other depending on your requirements.

About the AuthorMax is a tactical trainer and author, a lifelong professional soldier with

extensive military experience. He served with British Special Operations Forces, both enlisted

and as a commissioned officer; a graduate of the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst. Max

served on numerous operational deployments, and also served as a recruit instructor. Max

spent five years serving as a paramilitary contractor in both Iraq and Afghanistan. Max is a U.S.

Citizen and lives in the United States. Website: maxvelocitytactical.com/ --This text refers to the

paperback edition.
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instructional manual on tactical techniques and procedures; the information contained in this

work stems from extensive training and experience, including operations in combat theaters

and areas that have experienced a societal collapse. The conduct of some of the techniques

described in this book may entail risk to your personal safety; they are intended solely for

extreme survival situations. When utilizing weapons or any of the activities described in this

book, including vehicle and dismounted movement, utmost care must be taken and safety is

paramount. Do not participate in any tactical maneuvers with weapons without receiving

instruction on correct operation and safety procedures.This manual explains techniques with

weapons, explosives, vehicles and other tactical procedures that would not be morally, ethically

or legally acceptable to conduct outside of a survival situation and/or a lethal threat to your life.

The making or possession of some of the devices mentioned in this book, as well as the

conduct of the tactics, techniques and procedures so described, are possibly illegal in some

jurisdictions. Even possession may be construed as criminal intent. Consult you state and local

laws. The content of this book is for informational purposes only and is intended to allow

persons to prepare for a potential collapse of society and the absence of the rule of law. You

are responsible for any training you conduct, and actions you may take, based off the

information in this book. Safety and abiding by your state and local laws is paramount!Nothing

in this book constitutes legal advice. Consult an attorney or legal resource if you have any legal

questions. The medical component of the book does not constitute medical advice. Consult a

doctor or qualified medical person if you have medical questions. The tactics, techniques and

procedures component is merely the opinion of the author. The author shall have neither

liability nor responsibility to any citizen, person, or entity with respect to loss or damage

caused, or alleged to be caused, directly or indirectly by the information contained in this

manual.INTRODUCTION“Utrinque Paratus”Ready for AnythingThis manual is the result of a

detailed consideration of a societal collapse and the civil shift and aftermath that would impact

individuals and families who are intent on survival. The purpose of this manual is to provide

information to enhance the security, tactics, and survival skills of law-abiding citizens, who are

faced with civil disorder, lawlessness, violence, and physical threat in a post-collapse

environment. The information in this manual is derived from years of experience gained from

service with special operations forces (SOF) followed by years of employment as a security

contractor in hostile environments including Iraq and Afghanistan. It is a distillation of military

and security training, principles, and tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) adapted to the

threat and environment anticipated in this type of scenario in order to provide the knowledge

needed to train to survive in a world turned upside down. It is no longer just survival of the

fittest but survival of those prepared.The Anticipated SituationThis manual is primarily intended

to be used by those who have given consideration to an event that has led to a societal

collapse (or post-event) situation. These individuals, groups or families are commonly termed

‘preppers’ or ‘survivalists’. Such people will have given consideration to the need to be

prepared for situations where an ‘event’ has caused some form of disaster, or system collapse,

which has led to a breakdown in society and the rule of law. This can be regional, countrywide,

continental or worldwide. Lawlessness, mobs, looters, gangs and starving desperate



individuals, groups, and families will be examples of the challenges to be faced.This situation is

commonly termed ‘The End Of The World As We Know It’ or TEOTWAWKI and the SHTF (Sh*t

Hits The Fan). Preppers will have taken steps to insure themselves against the breakdown in

the system of law and the supply system, by stocking up on items such as food, water,

weapons and ammunition and other survival goods and equipment. Such preparations vary on

a sliding scale from simple short term disaster preparedness, to living full time in a defendable

‘retreat’ in a remote location.You do not need to be living in a fully stocked remote retreat to

utilize this manual, but having the basic weapons and equipment will give you the gear to

enable you to better carry out the techniques, thus improving your chances of survival. In fact,

it may well be that many of the techniques described in this manual are more likely to be used

by those who are not securely located in that remote fully stocked retreat, because you will

have a greater need for them in order to survive. Therefore, this manual does not aspire to

exclusivity among the prepper community: rather, in preference it would be read, assimilated

and acted upon by a wider audience of law-abiding folk in order to provide a better defense

against lawlessness and the inevitable starving post-collapse horde.Responsible citizens

should all be taking action to make sure that they have the basics available to survive at least a

short term disaster, but the great majority will make no preparations at all. What they do not

realize is that once the infrastructure starts to shut down, for whatever reason, they will not be

able to live the convenient lives that they do right now.As a whole, we have become a society

dependent on the conveniences that technology has provided us. For the most part we have

become a ‘fast food society’ driven by immediate gratification and less focused on the ability to

provide for ourselves. When disaster strikes we are reminded about how woefully unprepared

we really are. As technology advances so too does our dependence on that technology. If it

were to fail, so too would we. During the Great Depression people did not have the safety net

of the Federal Government to bail them out of hard times and therefore they were more self-

reliant. We did not have unemployment, social security, Medicare, Medicaid and the like and

most people were able to grow some of their food. Today most people cannot even cook their

own food much less grow it.For instance, if the electricity grid were to fail, there would be a

knock-on effect across all services. Fuel would not get to gas stations, supply trucks would not

get to supermarkets. Supermarkets and restaurants use a ‘just in time’ system whereby they do

not have an extensive stock room. Once the shelves are bare after a short period of panic

buying, that’s it. Without grid power, services will not work. Communications will go down,

especially the mobile phone system; once the relay stations run out of diesel for the usual site

standby generator - that’s it.Historically, many public workers, including police and fire service,

will go home to look after their own families in the wake of a disaster, thus exacerbating the

problem. The government and public services will not be there to help people or bail them out.

Fast food restaurants will not be able to serve food. The masses will not be able to find food or

gas and they will soon get desperate.Remember when you last had an unexpected power-cut;

the odd realization that none of the ‘stuff’ in your house worked anymore? Did you go and

break out the flashlights and then realize that, if this was the moment, if that was it and the

power was not coming back on, how woefully unprepared you would be?You cannot rely on the

government to bail you out in such a situation because the government will be overwhelmed

and many of the workers will be looking to themselves. At least in the short to medium term

you will have to look after yourself and whatever group you have prepared to survive with. The

attitude of relying on others or emergency services is dangerous because you expect someone

else to come to your aid rather than being self-sufficient and prepared to not be a burden. If

help does come, then great; if it doesn’t, or takes a long time, maybe even years, then be ready



to survive in the meantime.Importantly, this manual deals with topics of defense and violence. It

does not advocate violence as a way of life, or advocate that post-event groups should make

their way by the ‘power of the gun’. Rather, it anticipates a situation where the lives, safety and

freedom of your family or group are threatened and seeks to pass on knowledge to better

prepare you to deal with, and survive, such situations.The perspective is one of parents

concerned for their kids and family, or friends concerned for their friends, or such combinations.

The premise is that those utilizing this manual will be law abiding folks who will take measures

to be ready for a post-event situation should one occur. A large part of the tactical message is

AVOIDANCE. The smaller part of the message is controlled use of VIOLENCE for the purpose

of DEFENSE.The hope is that survivors will conduct themselves with dignity and grace post-

event in an attempt to continue, as best as possible under the circumstances, to provide a level

of quality of life for their groups, families, and children. There should be space for forming

alliances, building relationships between groups, charity, barter, cooperation, education and

reconstruction. We are not talking Zombie Apocalypse, where everyone out there is the

‘undead’! The people out there are fellow citizens; some will have become victims, others will

be poorly prepared and desperate. In such situations, it is imperative to maintain the safety of

the group, but if there is room for charity or to aid others, then do so.Seek out the good decent

people who have survived the event. Be mindful that some of these people may simply be

starving and desperate and afraid for their families and children. This can make them a threat

to you, but given some precautions and charity they may also make great allies. Be welcoming

of the decent people in society and be prepared to see the good in people across cultural,

ethnic and religious boundaries.There is no place now, and there is no place post-event, for

bigotry and exclusion. It is this attitude that will increase violence and exclusion both in the

ongoing collapse of society and after a specific event. However, on the flip side, be realistic and

learn to assess threat: there will be elements out there that are very dangerous. They will seek

to survive by armed strength and taking from others by force. They may simply be

amalgamated groups, but they may also be more organized around political, religious or other

agendas and motivated by exclusion and bigotry. Whatever the specific motivation, it is for

those threats that this manual is written.Remember, to a certain extent we will all become

looters, or a better term foragers. For example: If your health relies on a certain drug

prescription, at some point you will need to get more. In a societal collapse, you may need to

raid the pharmacy to get it, along with supplies of essential broad-spectrum antibiotics.

Perhaps foraging or scavenging would be better words: when faced by starvation, most would

agree that taking food is ok; similarly for other essential supplies.When your kids grow out of

their clothes and shoes, would it be ok to go to an abandoned children’s store to pick up more,

when no harm appears to be done? If such a store is actually occupied, or someone has

opened a store stocking such items, then perhaps it would be ok to barter for such goods?

However, this does not advocate the attacking of other groups in order to take or loot supplies;

it is against this kind of threat that the book will prepare you.Why?The reason why this manual

was written is therefore to prepare citizens with the tactical knowledge that they will need to

survive a post-event situation, where lawlessness has broken out and where they may find

themselves facing a physical threat, with only their own resources available to protect

them.There are many books and resources available that educate and describe in great detail

the various aspects of prepping. These are detailed and involve topics that are beyond the

scope of this book. The scope of this book is concerned with security, tactics and the ability to

utilize controlled violence as necessary for the defense of self, your loved ones and your

group.Thus this book will not advocate the rights and wrongs of your survivor philosophy; the



rural retreat (or castle) approach versus staying in your house in the suburbs, or going mobile

and camping or in an RV or whatever other situation you may plan for or find yourself in come

the day. You may in fact have idealistic prepper goals but be unable to attain them, such as not

yet being in possession of a fully stocked retreat.Thus, this book deals with the realities of the

situations in which you may find yourself, the decisions that you may have to make, and the

tactics, techniques and procedures that you will need to train and prepare for. The techniques

described in this book are also not just relevant for the initial event or the immediate days that

follow; they can be trained and utilized for multiple situations that your group may find itself in

as time goes on. It is also not the purpose of this book to re-hash military publications which

are freely available, such as the Ranger Handbook.This is a tactical manual, and as you

advance through the book you will notice that tactical procedures, including battle drills and the

like, are covered in detail. This is firstly to give you the tools to mount an effective tactical self-

defense of your family, tribe or group. However, it is also written with a view to giving you the

tools to fight an effective resistance campaign should you face a situation where your liberty

and safety is compromised by the actions of enemies both foreign and domestic.It is very

important that you not only read this book, but train and rehearse the tactics, techniques and

procedures that are laid out within. If you need help with that, see the chapter on training or go

to the Max Velocity Tactical website (maxvelocitytactical.com) for more details on available

training classes. It is very likely that after a collapse event, after the SHTF, the survivors will be

those have formed groups and organized themselves tactically. Small unit tactics are a force

multiplier. It's the holistic effect. The difference between a rabble and an effective fighting force

is discipline (both self and group) and training, translating to shock and awe at the small team

level. That is about translating a basic skill, shooting, into something really useful and effective

in the post SHTF environment. Force multiply and create an effective force byforming teams

that are trained, organized, and employ common drills common drills.Frankly, if you are a

serious survivalist or prepper and you have only got as far as shooting on a square range then

you are not serious about survival in a post-collapse world.About the AuthorThe author is a

British born U.S. Citizen with extensive military experience. He has served in both the British

and US Armies. He served with British Special Operations Forces, mainly with the Parachute

Regiment which is Britain’s elite quick reaction force and which also provides support to the UK

Tier 1 Special Forces, the Special Air Service.The author served on multiple operational

deployments, including to Afghanistan immediately post-9/11, and also a tour training and

selecting recruits for the Regiment. In explaining what the Parachute Regiment is, it is easiest

to compare it in role to the 75th Ranger Regiment, although it is of course its own unique and

elite force. The author passed both Parachute Regiment selection and also UK Special Forces

Selection during his career. He retired from the British Army in 2003.Following retirement, the

author spent five years serving as a security contractor in both Iraq and Afghanistan. This

included working on contract for the US Government in Iraq, a year of which was based out of

Fallujah, the rest variously based out of Baghdad and country-wide, and also two years

working for the British Government in Helmand Province and Kabul, Afghanistan. These roles

were operational security roles that included exposure to multiple different training methods

and operational schools of thought, as well as both high profile and low profile mobile

operations across Iraq and Afghanistan. The author then joined the U.S. Army and trained as a

Combat Medic and Civil Affairs Specialist, he is a U.S. Citizen and lives in the United

States.The author is a family man with a strong interest in prepping. This comes from a desire

to prepare for the worst while living to the best in our current society. This book springs from

the author’s ruminations on the need to keep his own family safe and survive any coming



apocalyptic event, and a desire to share this knowledge with other law abiding folk. The intent

is not just to train you as a tactical team; much of the manual is written with the presence of

young kids in mind. However, as the manual progresses it will give you the skills to train and

operate a tactical team that will be able to conduct necessary operations beyond the family

sphere.The author can be contacted at: maxvelocitytactical@gmail.com or via

www.maxvelocitytactical.com. Blog Post‘Max V: Training Qualifications’It occurred to me that

an explanation of my training background and qualifications might help, for those who are

wondering 'Who is this Max Velocity guy anyway, doesn't he have a strange British accent?

Why isn't he retired U.S. Special Forces" I don't fit into any neat little boxes, such as being U.S.

SF, or anything readily understandable like that. I've given a little of my background out before,

on [my blog] and also in my books etc., and the intent here will be to focus on my qualifications

to train people, rather than my operational experience. I have mentioned before that I bring

some diverse experience to the training game. I initially enlisted into the British Army (The

Parachute Regiment) and then I went to the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst to earn my

commission. I was selected and commissioned back into the Parachute Regiment. I left the

British Army having attained the rank of Captain. I served on multiple operational deployments,

including Northern Ireland, the Balkans and Afghanistan after 9/11.For those who don't know

what the Parachute Regiment is, I often draw a parallel with the U.S. Army Rangers. The Paras

are an elite, selected special operations force and the units do not exactly equate, but it gives

you an idea. Of the three active duty Parachute Regiment battalions, the 1st Battalion (1 PARA)

serves with UKSF directly alongside organizations such as the SAS and the SRR (Special

Reconnaissance Regiment). 2 and 3 PARA serve in 16 Air Assault Brigade as the spearhead

battalions. I served in both 1 and 2 PARA. The Paras are described as 'Tier 2 Special Forces' in

UK terms, the SAS being Tier 1. This is where confusion arises, with Special Forces in the U.S.

being an actual Tier 2 unit (i.e. The Green Berets), with CAG (i.e. Delta) being Tier 1, but the

roles don't directly equate and a CAG/Rangers relationship is more apt. There is no Green

Beret equivalent unit in the British Army. As part of my time in the Parachute Regiment I was a

rifle platoon commander, both for training and operations. Part of my responsibility was to train

my platoon; in fact when we were not deployed, that is what we did: train. Part of my training to

become a platoon commander in the Parachute Regiment involved attending the Infantry

Platoon Commander's Battle Course (PCBC). This is an intense infantry school involving

training in infantry tactics and small arms. In comparison, RMA Sandhurst (which is a year in

duration) also involves infantry tactics, but they are training officers for all branches so the

tactics are used as a 'vehicle' for leadership training rather than the ultimate objective. PCBC is

all about tactics. Part of the small arms training at PCBC involves qualifying to 'Stage 5 Field

Firing' which allows you to plan and conduct ranges all the way up to full field firing exercises.

That is how I know how to create and run realistic but safe live firing ranges for small unit

tactics. Following my initial stint as a rifle platoon commander, I was selected to be a training

platoon commander at the Parachute Regiment training company (Para Company). I spent two

years doing that; taking Parachute Regiment candidates through the 22 week long course.

Unlike US Army training, where there is a drill sergeant per platoon, we ran things as a rifle

platoon. The platoon commander is very much involved, and the platoon office is at the end of

the corridor where the trainees live. Rather than a single drill sergeant for a platoon, each

squad has a section commander (squad leader) who is a corporal, and there is a platoon

sergeant, just like a rifle platoon. The platoon commander is responsible for running training

with the section commander's, and the platoon sergeant supports with admin. A training

platoon commander is very much involved. There is an outline training plan for the whole



course, as a guide, with training areas booked for you, but it was my responsibility to plan and

conduct every single field exercise and the ranges, from basic marksmanship up to full field

firing. For the live firing we would provide our own integral safety from within the platoon staff,

until we got up to platoon level attacks, where we would bring in another set of platoon staff for

safety and we would perform our roles within the platoon, play acting the pre-planned attacks

for the benefit of the trainees. It is also a tradition within the British Army, and the Parachute

Regiment in particular, to be involved as a leader and to lead from the front, which means

being out there leading the trainees for PT and in particular the platoon tabs (ruck marches).

You live with them in the field as if they are qualified paratroopers.The actual pre-parachute

selection course (Pegasus, or P, Company) is a separate organization within Para Company. In

the videos I have put up [on my blog] about P Company, they are the guys wearing the blue

tops, whereas the platoon training staff from Para Company wear the maroon tops. We would

train our platoon up through the PT program so they were ready for P Company, and then hand

them over for test week. We would, at that point, be running the course with them to provide

encouragement, while the P Company staff assessed them. If they passed P Company, there

were further field training exercises, as well as Jump School following which they would

conduct a full parachute operation involving a jump and live firing raid to 'seal the deal' as it

were at the end of training. Of course, it was my job to plan and lead that.Following that job I

returned to the Para Battalions for more command roles - my next job was as the anti-tank

platoon commander in the fire support company - another platoon to train and lead. I spent the

rest of my career doing similar jobs interspersed with deployments, also doing UKSF selection

at one point. Having achieved all my personal goals, I decided to leave the British Army. My

'resettlement' plan was to be a professional yacht skipper (I'm a qualified Yachmaster

Offshore). I did that for a very short period of time and ended up in Dubai. Things took a turn at

that point - I was in touch with some former SAS guys who were running a security company.

This was back in the 'wild west' days in Iraq. They had a platoon of South African former

security force types who they had recruited for a job. They asked me to take on a 14 day

contract, go into Iraq, train these guys up as a platoon team, do the job and that was it. I said

yes, that evolved into a three month contract which ultimately turned into three years in Iraq.

Doing that, there is always someone to train, whether it is your team or Iraqi Nationals. I did

both low and high profile operations across Iraq, reconnaissance, security escort, close

protection etc. That included a year based out of Camp Fallujah. So, being a 'contractor' in Iraq

is not the same as being a contractor building stuff or serving food in the DFAC right? Out on

the ground we were effectively involved in combat operations, we took casualties, lost a guy to

a sniper in Fallujah etc. Guys lost their legs to EFPs. As well as regular enemy small arms fire

and IED ambushes, when operating low profile I had the dubious honor of being shot at by the

US Army, the Iraqi Police (when moving at night into a check-point south of Mosul) and we also

got massively lit up by the Marine Corps in Fallujah one time when they mistook our SUVs for a

team of foreign fighters. Luckily, the vehicles were armored and they were dismounted, not

using .50 cal's. They don't mess about, those boys.After my three years in Iraq I went and

worked security for the Brit government in Helmand for two years, working hand in hand with

Brit Mil, protecting personnel as they went about their business. After settling in the US with my

American wife I decided to join the US Army Reserves, essentially to try and give back some

service in return to my new country. It was also my hope that my experience would be useful to

help train others. I attended basic training in 2011 and qualified as a combat medic, before re-

qualifying in civil affairs and becoming a team sergeant. Training FacilityWhen I decided to start

Max Velocity Tactical and start running civilian training classes, I was determined to bring the



high quality style of training that I wanted to bring. I didn't want to become 'just another tactical

trainer' and it has been my aim to use my previous training and experience to bring a high

quality of training. I soon realized that to bring a professional standard of training that would

equate to the standard received by my Parachute Regiment trainees I would need two things:

1) a suitable facility and 2) suitable targets.It was because of this that I invested in the 100

acres of land in West Virginia, which I selected because it provides natural ranges with ridges

that provide not only terrain to train on, but also natural backstops. I combined this with the

purchase of suitable electronic pop-up targets that operate by remote control and will sense

hits - they fall when hit. This allows me to bring the quality of training that I intend, and is the

reason that I prefer to train at my facility, rather than travel where I am limited in what I can do

with people.After giving it much thought, I have gone heavily back to the 'old-school' ways of

light infantry style training. I believe that this is exactly what is needed to prepare people for the

kind of SHTF or resistance to ‘enemies foreign or domestic’ situation for which we are all

training. I reject 'tacticool' in favor of battle tested light infantry team tactics. I am also

influenced by my close protection background in order to bring an amalgamation of training

and operational experience to give you what I sincerely consider is the best such training

available in this field.CHAPTER ONESTARTING POINTSThe ThreatFor the purposes of this

manual the threat is considered to be hostile individuals or groups who are intent on

endangering the safety of you and your group/team/family. They are doing this because we are

in a post-event situation, lawlessness has broken out and supplies are limited. Their purpose

will be to take from you, by force, whatever it is that they want: whether it is food, fuel, water,

vehicles, equipment, weapons, your children or your spouse or partner.The fact that you may

be identified as a prepper makes you a target, because you are able to remain healthy and well

fed and you have supplies that others will want to get hold of. The purpose of this manual is not

to discuss in detail what may have led us to this situation, but by form of introduction let us

consider some situations that may form ‘The Event’ and that may have led to a situation of post-

societal collapse. Some of these will feed, relate to, or be caused by the others.The list is not

intended to be exhaustive:• Economic decline/collapse: resulting in a collapse in currency

and the economy.• Environmental collapse: resulting in shortages of resources.•

EMP attack or Solar EMP: this could have a widespread destructive effect on the power grid,

causing the knock on effect alluded to above.• War or terrorist attack• Natural

Disaster: i.e. storm, earthquake, flood, volcano or combination of these events.• Cyber-

Attack: a very real threat which can be ‘weaponized’ in the form of physical results against

infrastructure and notably including the power grid. A threat from national or non-national

actors.• Chemical, Biological, Radiological or Nuclear attack.• Failure of the political

system; widespread civil disorder and rioting.• Viral outbreak or disease.• Slow slide

societal collapse brought about by increasing use of violence by the video game generations,

lacking family and societal structure.• Zombie Apocalypse: yes, of course this has to be

included! Joking aside, of course we all love zombie shows, but is it really a metaphor for those

starving unprepared masses trying to break through your front door, allowing us to

disassociate ourselves mentally from the requirement to use lethal force against our fellow

citizens?The specific threats that this may result in that are the purview of this manual are:•

Assault, with or without a deadly weapon.• Mob violence or civil disorder.• Home

invasion or assault onto your group’s base or retreat.• Illegal Traffic Checkpoints (ITCPs)

or roadblocks.• Ambush.• Raid by hostile forces.• Hostile use of firearms.The

types of weapons that may be used against you are whatever is available for sale in the US

today or in the past. This may include military weapons taken by looters or deserting military



personnel. However, for the purposes of this document the main threat we will be concerned

with is the use of standard firearms against your group by hostile elements, up to and including

automatic assault rifles, machine guns and sniper rifles.Some types of weapons to be

considered:• Knives• Sticks/clubs/bats• Handguns• Rifles• Assault or

battle rifles• Automatic weapons and machine guns• Vehicles: ramming and with

weapons mounted• Explosives & Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs)• Military

‘liberated’ gear examples:o Grenadeso Grenade launcherso Heavy machine

gunso Anti-tank rocketso Mortarso Armored VehiclesYou should not just consider

the situation at the time of the collapse but also give thought to how things will develop as time

goes on. If there is a total collapse then people will get desperate very quickly. It may be that

the government is still functioning to some degree and there may still be troops under

command trying to restore order under martial law. Criminal gangs may coalesce to loot for

supplies and exploit the lawlessness of the situation.Groups will form for defense, such as

around towns or neighborhoods, and they will likely be very suspicious of ‘outsiders’. Your

better defense will be in numbers, preferably selected, trained and of sufficient size and ability

to be able to defend against raids by armed and motivated enemy groups.It is likely that most

people will be averse to the dangers of physical injury in a post collapse scenario, but that may

be a simplistic view; you can’t assume that a raid will not progress onto your property or

location simply because you are armed. People will be desperate, and if they feel confident

with their group, perhaps buoyed by other successful raids, they will be emboldened. They may

already be committed to an attack before they realize that your defense is effectively putting

some of their number down. It depends on the exact circumstances if they are already too

committed to go back by then.It is also true that a group of amoral looters may well have

become a raiding band and, in a similar way to a criminal band or drug cartel, they may be very

well organized as a group. This situation will result in relationship, group and leadership

dynamics that will make it hard for them to:1) Not seek to exact retribution from a prepper

location that has mauled the gang and2) Create a group-think and unwillingness of individuals

to countermand orders (along with machismo) that may allow an attack to be pressed despite

the theory that personal survival should be their paramount consideration.Thus, some groups

have dynamics that override our feeling that it would be ‘suicidal’ or ‘crazy’ to keep pushing

forward under such circumstances. You would not do it, but don’t discount the possibility that

others will.By all means, you have to be able to defend your home or location, which will

include your family and friends. But before you decide to make a stand you have to consider if

making a stand at that location, and with the resources that you have, is going to be effective

against the threat you face. If you feel in any way that your location is not defensible against the

threat, then you need to bug out. You need to have a plan to be able to withdraw or escape.It

may be that you decide to stay, but then perhaps a new threat from strong well-armed looter

gangs emerges; you will be better served by leaving. Any defended location needs an escape

route, but one of the most difficult maneuvers is to withdraw while in contact with the enemy.

Getting out and breaking contact may be hard, may leave you without vehicles, equipment and

means of transport. Imagine trying to do this while surrounded and under fire, with your

children?The alternative, staying in an Alamo kind of situation, could be fatal for your family.

Historically, any city that defended itself against siege was raised to the ground when finally

taken by assault. The people were raped, killed and taken into slavery. What you do will all

come down to judgment and assessing the situation and threat. Don’t become tied to a location

if you feel that staying there will become untenable. Make a decision early and make a planned

withdrawal with all your gear and vehicles. You may not be able to take it all, but don’t be tied to



a location simply because your painstakingly acquired stash is there.Even if you prepare to

stay, have extraction plans and routes ready in case you have to go; try and assess and make

the decision early so that you can get away in safety with as much of your survival gear as

possible. You may not have a retreat, and you may decide to initially stay in your home and

assess the severity of the event. If you do, have a bug out plan ready, with locations to go to

(even if it’s a remote wood to camp and hide in) and routes to get there. Make a load carrying

plan involving the ability to load gear onto vehicles with roof racks and trailers so you can get

out with your supplies.No-one really knows how the situation will develop post-event: a lot will

depend on the type and severity of the event. We can know that it is a good thing to be trained

and prepared. We can also know that it will be important to be self-sustaining and self-reliant

so that your group can fend for itself and not become victims or refugees. Although we can

expect that post-event both Federal and local aid and response will be insufficient, don’t expect

that an event will suddenly ‘wipe the slate clean’ and suddenly we are in a total ‘post-

government’ environment.Yes, we will have to provide for ourselves and we will be up against

huge dangers from looters and desperate people, of both the organized and disorganized

types. But don’t expect Federal and State government to simply go away. Uncle Sam doesn’t

give up that easily. Whatever is left after the event, expect efforts to regain control, return law

and order, and bring aid and disaster assistance in whatever way is feasible. Consider the

possibilities of martial law, Federal and State disaster relief and aid; also consider the

possibility of international aid and perhaps international assistance.Also, if Uncle Sam is

mortally wounded, consider other nations taking advantage of that and bringing more than aid,

perhaps even ‘peacekeeping or stabilization aid’ which could be an invasion masked as

assistance. Don’t become a freedom fighter/insurgent at the expense of your family. Don’t

shoot at those Chinese troops from your house! Don’t involve your family in the fight, if you

choose to fight. Establish a safe, protected, location for your family and then take off with your

Resistance group and fight the invaders, if you so choose.There is an element to the prepper

mentality where, after all the expense and preparations, you can almost hope that something

would happen so you can go ahead and implement it all – get to your retreat and survive etc.

Some of this may come from a desire for change for changes sake, or the tiredness with the

‘rat-race’ of modern living and a desire for the freedom of some kind of apocalyptic situation.

How cool would it be if we really had a Zombie Apocalypse?But think about it: if it really all did

go away, and we were back to the middle-ages with guns, would that really be that cool? There

is another disturbing side to this that will need to be paid particular attention post-event: false

‘militia’ groups, criminal gangs, and the like. Many preppers get together and plan to defend a

location, and we can expect that small towns will form some sort of true Militia or defense force.

But there is a danger of extremism and fanaticism and in fact there are, today in America,

many groups that are styled as ‘militia’ but which are in fact extremist groups with political

agendas.A genuine Militia at its basic level is a historical part of American history and tied in

closely with the right to bear arms in defense of Citizen Liberty (i.e. the unorganized Militia).

Some false ‘militia’ activity is politically motivated by extremism (or alternatively is the result of

mainstream media bias and psychological operations against militia groups). It would definitely

not be good to encounter such a group post-event, particularly if you are not someone included

in their view of ‘the right sort of people’. Be aware of this. This sort of problem will also be

encountered in the form of criminal gangs, and in fact ‘militia’ should not really be used as a

descriptive for such groups.While the efforts of genuine Militia and defense groups to establish

a security zone are admirable, what is not acceptable would be an agenda that discriminates

against groups within society, harming them simply because they do not ‘belong’. It may also



be possible that, emboldened by collapse, such groups will become insurgents against Federal

government and fight efforts by such to get the country back on its feet.The statement in the

previous paragraph clearly does not apply when Militia and Resistance groups find themselves

forced to fight domestic or foreign enemies who have attacked Liberty, and are a threat to the

Constitutional Republic that is the United States of America. In fact, this manual is designed to

provide you with the tactical tools to allow such groups to train as unconventional warfare (UW)

Resistance fighters in such a situation – it is a continuum from being able to protect your family

all that way up to fighting a domestic or foreign enemy on the side of the Constitutional

Republic in a future resistance campaign.The novel ‘Patriot Dawn: The Resistance Rises’, also

by the author, is a fictional story of how such a situation may play out, based around a collapse

and ensuing civil war. The novel is designed to be a vehicle to describe the use of the tactics

covered in this manual, and as such it is a helpful companion read, to really bring to life the

concepts that are described here.The flip side of the false ‘militia’ thing is that you are much

more likely to survive within a community or ‘tribe’ that can work together in sufficient numbers

to allow specialization of tasks and the training of tactical teams. For such an endeavor to

work, the tribe must be made up of people with an identifying culture and outlook who can trust

each other and work together. There are obvious cultural and racial issues that divide America

and while it is hoped that your group would not exacerbate these things, at the same time a

level of realism has to be applied so that your ‘tribe’ will be aware enough to defend itself

against hostiles, rioters, those who otherwise feel like they are entitled to your supplies, or

those who simply want to riot and kill people in your area perhaps based on racial or cultural

differences.It is certainly true that those groups, whose members identify with each other

allowing a strong trust and bond to develop, stand a greater chance of survival than disparate

individuals or scattered families. It is part of human nature to psychologically ‘other’ outsiders

and this is one of the mechanisms by which humans are able to engage in warfare and kill to

defend their ‘tribe’. The previous paragraphs are essentially discussing the difference between

a group that is able to survive as a result of their established ‘tribal’ identity and trust and

conversely one that displays deliberate hostility towards others based on extremist

reasons.Although many preppers have opinions on topics such as the size of government and

State versus Federal powers and rights, the ‘Feds’ are not ultimately the bad guys. At least,

they are not supposed to be. Yes, we worry some about sinister thoughts concerning martial

law, seizure of our supplies post-event, and increasingly restrictive gun laws. These things are

to be worried about. But remember, a government reflects its society, in the same way that an

army reflects its society – many people don’t get the gun thing, in the same way that they don’t

get prepping.To harp on a little about the Federal Government and post-event thing, consider

that if you are a Patriot, then your loyalty is to the United States of America and the

Constitution. That is the Federal government, so long as it remains true to the Constitution, the

rule of law and liberty of the Citizens: unless you are an anarchist or extremist and are simply

all about your own ‘freedom’.When you watch zombie movies, the general assumption is that

there will be no more authority and the characters are operating in an apocalyptic scenario.

Consider that it will not likely be so cut and dried. The television series Jericho (you can find it

on Netflix) is an excellent show, very well informed, and thus not so surprisingly it disappeared

after a rushed finale mid-season two. It is a testament to the state of modern America that it is

easy to believe in a conspiracy to remove this TV show because it got ‘too close to the truth’.It

is easy to wonder about our liberty in today’s political climate. James Wesley, Rawles’ excellent

book ‘Patriots’ also touched on some of these issues of a more complicated situation post

event. Some of the themes touched on by these two media:• Serious collapse events



affecting the whole of the country.• Community defense and warfare between

communities based on scarce resources.• Continuing existence or emergence of a form

of centralized government.• Peacekeeping/occupation forces.• Federal troops

operating on home ground.• Legitimacy of government issues: divergence from the

constitution and the values of the United States of America.• Troops/agencies/companies

taking control in a ‘fascist’ like way.• Martial Law.• Creation of

‘insurgents’ (Resistance Fighters), in a very close to the mark observation of how insurgents

are created by occupying forces: Jericho deputy sheriff: “Either we start shooting or they will

take our houses.” Also stated: “This is not a country, it’s a company.”These media contain a lot

of food for thought for preppers envisaging a post-event situation.A Little More on ThreatThe

reason for this following section is to outline the kind of threats faced in combat theaters like

Iraq and Afghanistan simply to make you aware of them, in case similar threats emerge in the

Continental United States as a result of a long term collapse situation.Improvised Explosive

Devices (IEDs) are not covered extensively in this manual, but there is definitely the capability

to make them in the US and it may well be that this kind of threat emerges in a post-event

scenario.Therefore, to introduce this topic, let us look at some of the main threats that may be

faced in an insurgent type hostile environment. The threat outlined is generalized to

asymmetric warfare and taken from the historical threat on OIF/OEF in Iraq and Afghanistan.

The following is an account of general threats:• Improvised Explosive Device (IED). IEDs

come in various sizes and the effectiveness of an IED depends on large part as a function of

size and placement, as well as accurate targeting. IEDs can be connected in a ‘daisy chain’

and usually placed to match the anticipated spacing of vehicles in convoys, to cause maximum

damage. IEDs can be initiated in a number of ways:o Command Wire (CWIED). A physical

connection between the initiation point (Firing point (FP)) and the CWIED itself (Contact

Point)); the need for this connection can aid in detection of the device and the FP.o

Remote Control (RCIED). The RCIED is detonated remotely using any one of multiple options.

It can be anything from a cell phone to a garage door opener. This increases the enemy’s

options for placement and FP, without the need to be physically connected to the device. This

can make it harder to detect the device.• Vehicle Borne Improvised Explosive Device

(VBIED). Simply put, the IED is inside the vehicle. This type of IED will usually be remotely

detonated, or can be on a timer (exception: see SVBIED, below). The VBIED allows for mobility

and placement of large IEDs. However, they can be detected: a simple example can be a car

that is packed with Home Made Explosives (HME) and therefore the suspension is weighed

down, making the vehicle suspicious as it sits parked at its placement point.• Off-Route

Mine or Explosively Formed Penetrator (EFP): A targeted IED capable of defeating

armor:o The EFP is very effective and can defeat many types of armor. The EFP is

effectively an ‘off route mine’, using the ‘Miznay-Chardin’ effect to create a molten slug or spray

of metal that will pierce armor, causing damaging effects inside the vehicle as it passes

through. The Miznay-Chardin effect places explosives behind a metal cone or dish: on

detonation, the cone inverts and forms into a slug of metal. This is a similar effect to that used

by a standard RPG (the ‘Monroe Effect’), with the exception that an RPG detonates on contact

with a vehicle, whereas the EFP goes off several feet away by the side of the road. Whereas an

RPG can have its lethal effect dissipated by the use of a mesh cage around vehicle and

bunkers, to disrupt the molten jet effect of its warhead, the EFP is harder to defeat and will

penetrate through armored vehicles, although it will be disrupted as it passes through parts of

an armored vehicle.. It is not usually defeated by the use of a cage; an RPG is a contact

warhead whereas the EFP is a standoff penetrator.o The effect of an EFP can be



devastating but usually limited in scope. An EFP will pass through armor, and there have been

multiple circumstances of EFPs causing traumatic lower limb amputation of personnel in the

driver and front passenger seats of vehicles, but personnel in other compartments being left

unscathed.o EFPs have historically been initiated with the use of an Infra-Red (IR) beam

that crosses the road; effectively a tripwire. When the vehicle breaks the beam the EFP

detonates. The impact point on the vehicle depends on the aspect the EFP is placed at and

also the distance between the IR trigger and the device itself. How the insurgent sets this up

will determine placement on the vehicle. Multiple EFPs can be tied to one IR trigger to hit one

vehicle in numerous places, or be spaced in the hope of the ‘daisy chain’ hitting multiple

vehicles in convoy. The EFP has to be armed - i.e. the IR trigger switched on – otherwise the

device would initiate on the next vehicle along the route, which may be a civilian vehicle or

otherwise not the target. Thus, the EFP is armed remotely, turning on the IR trigger. This also

has the advantage of allowing arming while outside of any ECM ‘bubble’ that would defeat the

remote arming device. This makes the EFP to an extent a remote controlled device, but also a

Victim Operated (VOIED) device. There are ways of mitigating risk: see Mitigation, below.•

Victim Operated Improvised Explosive Device (VOIED). This type of IED is detonated by the

actions of the victim. In order to be effective the IED will usually target a location that is known

to be used by coalition forces (see vulnerable points, below). VOIEDs can be anti-personnel or

anti-vehicle. The type of location targeted would usually be somewhere that locals could avoid,

but that forms a channel for military personnel or vehicles. These devices, or the corresponding

safe routes, may also be marked, often in unusual ways, similar to the way that mines are often

marked in the Balkans i.e. piles of rocks, sticks, cloth tied to markers etc.• Sniper. More

likely to be a ‘sharpshooter’ rather than a trained sniper; defined by accurate rifle fire.•

Small Arms Fire (SAF).• Rocket Propelled Grenade (RPG).• Complex Attack/

Ambush. An attack utilizing any or all of the individual threats listed.• Close Quarter

Assassination (CQA). May be planned or opportunistic; a threat at leader engagements or

while otherwise interacting with local population.• Kidnap/Capture. As per CQA; Isolated

Personnel (IP) at risk of capture or a deliberate kidnap attempt. A concern if personnel are

isolated following contact.• Indirect Fire (IDF) – Rocket: 107/120mm rocket attack. Not a

key threat in the scope of this document, more concerned with FOB/static location security, but

could be employed by insurgents.• Indirect Fire (IDF) – Mortar or artillery. As per rocket,

may also be utilized as part of a complex attack. Accuracy varies widely. Personnel noticing

that they are being ‘bracketed’ by IDF should be concerned that an observer is targeting them

with accurate, observed and corrected IDF.• Suicide Vehicle Borne IED (SVBIED). The

employment of Rules of Engagement (ROE) & Escalation of Force (EOF) measures is

necessary in order to mitigate this threat. We hope that we do not face this kind of threat post-

event in the Continental United States.• Suicide Bomber. A particular threat to dismounted

personnel; additionally, the use of screening procedures is required at any type of organized

meeting. Again, we hope that we do not face this kind of threat post-event in the Continental

United States.• In addition to this, and last but not least, is the generalized threat from

attacks against protected locations from vehicle mounted and dismounted personnel

determined to assault and overrun that location, for whatever spectrum of motives.The

MissionThe mission is to become tactically proficient and prepared in order to best ensure the

safety and survivability of your group, team or family in a post-event scenario.Intent: Defend to

survive and thrive.Purpose: Add tactical skills to a preppers skill-set so that in a worst case

scenario of a physical attack the group or family will be able to deal with it, survive and

continue to concentrate on building a quality of life post-event; to not have to live in fear of



violent or predatory elements.Family/Group/TeamThe premise of this manual is that your group

will be based around your family or small group of preppers. This will include persons of all

ages (babies, kids, teens and the elderly), physical ability, training and perhaps physical

disability and illness. This is not a manual for ‘Delta Force’; which is what makes consideration

of the situation inherently terrifying. We have to protect the weaker and more vulnerable

members of our group and it may come to a situation where hostile fire is coming down onto

your group and your kids. Shocking and terrifying. Therefore, we must do all we can to mitigate

the threat.This can be achieved by training, preparation, situational awareness, experience and

above all AVOIDANCE. It is very important that those in the group that are physically capable

do all they can to increase their ability to protect the weaker members. This means getting

physically fit and strong, training in weapons and tactics, and being ready and maintaining that

state of readiness.Sexism has no place here: male and female alike need to be trained and

ready. It may be that in some group individual’s fall into common gender roles, and this is fine:

a mother will be primarily concerned for the supervision and protection of the kids. The father

will be as well, but he may be operating as the outer protection while the mother stays in close

with the kids, but she must be able to defend them like a lioness if they are threatened; not only

having the intent and will to do so, but having the capability to effectively do so as well.As you

progress through this manual, you will note that it moves on from a specific discussion about

family or small groups with children and the elderly in tow, to more complex skills and

techniques. Therein is a problem in making the connection between the ‘husband/wife/family

defense and survival scenario’ and the well-developed tactics and procedures that we then

progress to.These more advanced tactics imply a well-trained, disciplined, fit, motivated and

equipped team. Creating such a team is certainly a possibility but either implies the ability to

train in advance or to conduct training post-event, which may or may not be possible

depending on the situation. There is definitely an advantage in numbers, by which is meant

numbers of suitable candidates rather than simple numbers. Therein lays another problem:

getting buy-in from suitable neighbors and suburban/town folk who perhaps have no idea or

desire to consider the implications of an event.So, best safety practice for your family implies

getting with other families and personnel, a suitable number of people that would allow you to

develop a tactical team that goes above and beyond simple protection of your family. You may

or may not be able to achieve that, hence the two levels described in this book, the one being

simple tactical defense for a small unit such as family group, the other being more advanced

techniques when you can create a tactical group that can operate above and beyond the

necessity for close protection of the group.To conjecture for a moment on post-event scenarios,

it’s a big problem, a central problem. If a mob of 50-100-200 rampaging crazies turn up with

‘heavy weapons’ in ‘technicals’ they are just going to roll-up any number of brave but

isolated families. In the summer of 2011 there was a mob on the loose in London, United

Kingdom. Politicians called for the British Army to be called out, but there are not enough Army

Reserves in the UK to defend any serious area against large numbers of extremist groups.

How would the National Guard do in the USA?It is most desirable and effective to have a

community response; at least in the US there is the ability to have weapons, unlike in the UK

where the population is defenseless and reliant on the military.We often talk about a collapse

taking us back to the middle- or dark-ages: In another post collapse situation, that of Britain

once the Romans withdrew and took law and order with them, Alfred the Great saw this play

out as the Vikings rampaged and ravaged ancient Britain, reducing it to a devastated

wilderness. He made people build fortified towns, burghs, and he made them live in them. He

ordered that the population provide an armed man for each five yards of the town wall. The



Saxons were able to conquer Britain and then, later, survive the Vikings because they had a

martial tradition based on the family, the extended family, the ‘hundred’ etc. War bands could be

quickly assembled for attack or defense.It is true that there are a huge amount of firearms in

America. There are a lot of people who shoot and hunt, and those that have weapons for

security and self-defense. That is not even to mention those that have them for criminal

purposes. Because the bad guys have guns, it is necessary for the good guys to have them

also, which is why any attempt to take away or diminish the right to bear arms will only hurt the

law-abiding good guys; the genie of weapons proliferation is out of the bag and will not be

stuffed back in.There is also a strong tradition of bearing arms in America for the defense of

citizen liberty, and when the government is unable to protect its citizens in a post-event

scenario it is essential that those citizens are armed and equipped to do so themselves.

Without getting into a spin off discussion about weapons ownership, Second Amendment

rights, Federal and State government; the point being headed to is that essentially there is a lot

of weapon ownership but not necessarily tactical ability to go along with that.Think of the

hunter stereotype, someone who that has weapons and can sit in a hide or shoot from a truck,

but is hugely overweight and unfit, unable to maneuver his body tactically? How about the

homeowner who owns guns and desires to protect his family, but has no real practice or

training, beyond a few rounds fired at his local indoor range?The destruction of society and our

youth through social breakdown, violent media and video games has conditioned society to a

higher threshold of violence; we live in a violent society where role models and exposure to

media has lowered the threshold of the willingness to act violently. This includes our law

enforcement, both as a result of the increased threat they face but also the same exposure to

media portraying justification of violence from pseudo law-enforcement role models.The

tradition of the Militia and citizen soldiers, many of whom are well intentioned but with others

that have political and extremist motives, is something that has value if such forces can be

trained among law-abiding citizens and become the basis for civil defense groups post-event. If

the National Guard isn't going to cut it in a crisis, then perhaps we need to consider

supplementary forces.To use Britain as an example again: Lord Roberts VC (of Kandahar

fame), dissatisfied with Britain's defenses, set up the National Rifle Association (NRA) to teach

citizens to shoot. Baden Powell having seen the lamentable state of Britain's city-bred citizen

Army's fieldcraft in South Africa set up the Scout movement. In the 1950s virtually every man in

Britain was ‘trained’ and could use arms. Even school cadets were proficient on the .303 rifle

and the Bren Gun. Now hardly any adult male has handled a weapon; it is amazing how

alarmed civilians get when they see a gun.In contrast, the US public is ‘gun toting’ by

comparison, although there are a huge amount of people out there who are alarmed by

weapons in the same way as in the UK. Given the threat of weapons in the hands of the bad

guys, they need to ‘get over it’ and get trained and equipped if they expect to be able to survive

the assault of these same bad guys post-event.It is very important to stay on the right side of

the law; there is definitely a scope for small groups and Militia (being careful with that name

due to some of the negative connotations associated with it nowadays) or alternatively civil and

neighborhood defense groups, to be trained, equipped and ready for small team tactics. It can

even be great fun and satisfying to conduct pre-event valuable and demanding training,

promoting bonding and teamwork. Perhaps even to conduct fundamental ‘Phase 1’ training for

groups of like-minded friends, from local streets and neighborhoods?Think of these two

images: The sad columns of tractors and trailers in the Former Yugoslavia; the man driving the

tractor, the family in the trailer: Road block, the men taken away and shot. Then, fast forward to

Libya and the utterly hopeless tactical standard of the militias. An interesting scenario in that



NATO air power stopped the use of tanks, artillery and heavy weapons by government forces

and the rebels were able to take out the rifle men and RPG men with longer-range 57mm AA

cannon mounted on ‘technicals’, negating their tactical incompetence. Sad to say, as will

become apparent later in this book, it's virtually impossible to defend a house by yourself

against any sort of number of determined adversaries equipped with assault weapons.Mental

Preparation & Use of ForceA post-event situation is a survival situation. It is important to

maintain a positive mental attitude and the will to survive and win. Post-event, there will be a

huge dislocation of expectations and people will have to adapt to the new reality. Be open to

that reality and don’t remain in denial.Decisions will have to be made and they may be hard

ones, such as to stay at home or to go somewhere else. Specific to the content of this manual,

you have to be ready to fight and to use lethal force if necessary. In a post event situation there

is not the luxury of fanciful moral dilemmas; you are effectively in a self-defense situation and

when presented with a threat of force, or lethal force, you must act proportionately to stop the

threat, in order to protect yourself, your family and resources. There is no room for

hesitation.For those who have never before been in a combat situation, you must mentally

prepare yourself to be in combat. Reactions to combat situations will vary: we can exhibit the

fight, freeze or flight responses. Denial is a problem; the dislocation of expectations leaves the

individual in denial of the true situation and they are reluctant to act in a way that may have

been alien to them pre-event. The law and rules of society can also act in a negative way: self-

defense in a lawful society is fraught with legal dangers, and therefore in a pre-event society

the law can create an inherent hesitation because the person does not want to risk committing

an illegal act. Fear of legal situations can be a problem. All this could hang over post-event. A

good way to visualize a use of force would be by the following self-defense principles:•

The force used must be reasonable under the circumstances.• The force used must be

proportional to the threat.• Use force to stop the threat, but no further.A response using

these principles to a violent threat including that of lethal force would be legally justifiable pre-

event and during the down-slide when some law & order remains.Research and consider the

law in your state in terms of the castle doctrine and whether or not there is a stand your ground

law. These are all relevant pre-event and will also help justify your actions post-event, should

there be an ultimate legal reckoning after a return to normality. However, consider alongside

those principles that post-event your immediate concern is the survival of your group and there

is no real time to consider the legal niceties.Be prepared to act appropriately in response to

violence and take a course of action to STOP THE THREAT. Such an action would be

justifiable, given that you can’t risk waiting and perhaps sustaining casualties and fatalities

within your group. Don’t hesitate to ‘make sure it really is a lethal threat’ - there will likely be no

law enforcement personnel coming round after the incident to decide whether you committed a

crime or not. The important thing is to ensure the safety of yourself and your group, don’t take a

risk with risk!When you go beyond stopping that threat, into vindictiveness and revenge, then

you are overstepping the ‘reasonable man’ approach i.e. what would a reasonable man do

under such a circumstance? Of course, to quip about it, what would a reasonable man/woman

do in a post-event societal collapse? Get armed and prepared to defend his/her family!There is

another legal issue here; that of ‘brandishing’. Brandishing your weapon is not allowed under

most jurisdictions. What this means for a concealed carry permit holder is that the weapon

must remain concealed at all times unless it has to come out and be used in response to a

lethal threat. You can’t take out your weapon to ‘keep the peace’in response to what you

perceive may be ramping up to a lethal threat. You would be brandishing, and brandishing is a

crime.You can legally carry your loaded weapons openly in certain places, such as your



property and place of work if allowed by your employer and if you are legally allowed to carry.

In many jurisdictions, to legally carry a loaded weapon outside of these places it has to be

carried as a concealed weapon with a concealed weapons permit. Some places will allow you

to carry a handgun unloaded, as ‘open carry’, which is not brandishing. Others jurisdictions

allow open carry of loaded weapons, such as handguns. Brandishing is getting the weapon out

in such a way that someone can feel threatened by it (this is not a legal definition).So, research

the law and permits in your home state. The point of this is that not only do you have to be

careful and research the law pre-event, but the flip-side is that post-event we will likely be a lot

less concerned about these issues and we may be carrying handguns, shotguns and rifles

openly. Such an act is in itself a deterrent and can be useful - you will not appear to be a soft

target. Thus, brandishing under these circumstances can be useful as part of an escalation of

force continuum.Escalation of force is where you ramp up your actions as a response to a

perceived threat. So long as you perceive it and feel threatened, you can escalate your

response all the way up to the use of lethal force to stop a lethal threat. Escalation of force is

not the same as rules of engagement; because we are not military i.e. we have not been

deployed to engage in combat with the foreign enemies of the nation.Rather, we are acting in

self-defense (including defense of others: our family/team) and as such we have the right to

ramp up our response as a reaction to perceived aggression. Escalation of force is often

described (U.S. Army) as ‘shout, show, shove, shoot’ (4 S’s) where you:• Shout a warning•

Show your weapon• Shove: use non-lethal, physical force• Shoot: lethal

force.However, shove comes a little bit too far up the scale and it would be better to have

distance between yourself and the threat, so better would be shout (verbal warning), shove

(non-lethal force to create stand-off), show (draw or raise weapons to show capability to use

lethal force) and shoot (use lethal force).For driving in vehicles, Iraq can be used as a good

example: escalation of force would take the form of visible signs on the vehicles, then signals

such as visible flags, and then the firing of pen-flares (mini-flares) followed by shots into the

engine block and then the cab of the vehicle.The escalation of force measures were

specifically designed to maintain stand-off (100 meters) between convoys and civilian vehicles

due to the threat from suicide vehicle borne improvised explosive devices (SVBIED). The 4 S’s

was more suited to dismounted operations.Whichever escalation you used, it is important to

note that depending on the speed of the threat coming at you, you can skip steps and

immediately ramp up to lethal force if the situation warrants it. So, what this really all says is

that you should be able to escalate your response through a series of warnings towards the

use of force or lethal force in order to stop the threat, and the level to which you will take this

will depend on the nature of the perceived threat that develops.Hesitation and denial can be a

big problem in a combat situation. There are recorded statistics of large numbers of soldiers in

combat either not firing their weapons or firing them in the general direction of, but not

specifically at, the enemy. People don’t want to kill. If you are a family unit and you are getting

attacked, you have to kill or be killed. You have to run this over in your mind, and visualize

it.Realistic training builds muscle memory and will help you do the right thing when the SHTF. A

combat situation is traumatic and creates the fight, freeze or flight response. It creates fear;

adrenalin and other chemicals will course through your body in response. What this does is

make you lose your fine motor skills and give you tunnel vision. Training will help you act, and

act in the right way: shoot, move and communicate.Your memory will play tricks and you

probably won’t have a clear memory of what happened afterwards. You may also feel guilt,

because in retrospect you realize that tunnel vision meant you did not see A, while you

concentrated on B, while therefore C happened. Or maybe you could not get the tourniquet



tightened around D’s leg, or get the stalled car started, because you had lost your fine motor

skills. But you are under a great deal of stress and you have to do the best you can under the

circumstances. Train and visualize as much as you can to create the muscle and mental

memory to help you do the right thing and not freeze.Try and train yourself in situations where

you are creating muscle memory and the right response to a threat. You should be taking some

action. It is one thing, for example, to witness and be a spectator to a fight outside of a bar, but

when that guy gets in front of you, and his attention and aggression is focused on you, it is a

different matter. What if you are a female confronted by an aggressive male?What can happen

is the freeze response, the paralyzing result of the fear that is your body’s emotional response

to the situation. You also can’t hide in denial – it is definitely happening and that guy is really in

your face and threatening bodily harm. Try and train and visualize so you will respond in the

right way to a threat situation; make fear your friend.A brave person is not one who is absent

fear, but one who can continue, and act in the right way, while feeling the fear and controlling

and overcoming it. There is also a certain refuge in action; thinking about and dwelling on

possible threats beforehand can increase fearfulness unless you are doing it, as per this

manual, in order to better prepare.Initially freezing when confronted is a problem, but once you

start taking action the fear should slip into the background and you can concentrate on doing

the right thing. Training and muscle memory can help with this; otherwise, how to know what is

the right thing to do when a threat confronts you? If you have trained and mentally and

physically prepared, you will have a set of drills and responses and so long as you can get past

the hesitation stage and get into doing it, you will respond in the right way.Now, all of this does

not advocate fighting or getting into trouble situations. Post-event medical care will be limited

and anything that puts you at risk of death, wounding or disability will significantly negatively

impact your, and that of your family who relies on you, chances of survival. The overriding

principle when in a threat environment is AVOIDANCE. Mitigate the threat.This does not

necessarily mean run at all times, if this means, for instance, abandoning essential shelter or

supplies, but mitigate and avoid threat as much as possible. When the time comes to stand

your ground, be prepared and do the right thing to stop the threat. Be prepared for the worst

and hope for the best. AVOID trouble. Run away from a fight if you can. Hit the assailant hard

and then run away if possible. You need to develop an attitude of controlled aggression.The

good news is that violence can often solve a problem. However, you can’t go around like a

crazy person all the time. Develop within you the capacity for aggression; you should be able to

bring this out when required. Controlled aggression is closely related to the will to win and

determination; it doesn’t necessarily mean ‘going crazy’ but that may be occasionally useful.

Think of it as a slow burning anger and determination to triumph against the odds.False

motivation and all that ‘hooaah’ stuff is really a bit silly; you can’t get all hyped up like you might

before a game. False motivation and hooting and hollering will not get you far. You don’t know

when or where you will experience enemy contact. Yes, it may be more obvious if you have pre-

sighted the enemy, and you can think about mental preparation in the lead up to initiating

contact. But what if you are on a long tiring convoy move, perhaps a group of a few families

heading out to a safer location? What about after hours of being wet cold and hungry? What if

suddenly something happens and you have to react?This is where the inner strength becomes

apparent, the determination and will to win; turning it on. Getting together around the vehicles

for a good old butt slapping pre-game hoot won’t do you any good eight mind-numbing hours

on the road later. The quiet determined professional approach is far more effective.For both

unarmed self-defense type training and weapons training you should work at drills which are

simple and concentrate on action and the right kind of action when fear is all you know at that



moment. Concentrate on the correct initial reaction - the action that follows will get you over the

potential for paralyzing fear and you will fall into the drills that you have trained, until it comes

time to be able to think again and make the next plan or exit strategy.For unarmed self-

defense, it’s not necessary to become a black belt at some martial art. Rather, train at

something that is designed for practical self-defense and concentrate not so much on specific

moves, but rather on reaction and response. Often some methods of training will have drills

that teach this kind of instinctive response. The purpose of this is to allow you, when beset by

the fear response, to instinctively take the right action.An example would be learning Filipino

Kali or similar. This is used as an example because it allows you to train in defense against

attack with stick, knife and empty hand. Now, what is important about this, or what to take

away, is not for example those super-sexy moves that you learned the other night to defend

against such and such angle knife attack. You forgot those already. The purpose is not to turn

you into a snake-fast knife fighter. No, the important thing is that it teaches you muscle memory

and an instinctive reaction. So, the result is that when someone comes at you, you will

instinctively react by doing something useful, such as putting out a block to stop or redirect the

strike.Something as simple as that will prevent you initially getting severely injured or

concussed, allowing you the space to counter (disable them if possible) and then probably

create space and get away. It is true that many people do not know what to do if assaulted.

Fear overrides and they may freeze or crouch/cower, thus allowing the assailant to take

advantage.Don’t feel the need to become a black belt, but train to react instinctively in defense.

Learn some simple but violent counters. Strike at the eyes and groin. Learn how to punch,

elbow, knee and kick so that you can deliver a violent counter assault on the assailant that will

either incapacitate them, allow you to run, or get you the space for someone to help you or for

you to draw a firearm. Try and not go to the ground, where you will be kicked and beaten to

death by the assailant’s buddies, but consider learning how to get out of it if you do go there.

No-one really wins a fight; expect to get injured and don’t be surprised if you do. Deal with the

pain. Suck it up and drive on with the aim of getting your family or team out of there.If you are

attacked with a knife, and you have to defend yourself empty handed, you are likely to be cut.

Run away. Throw a chair and run away. Think about stand-off distances, cover and

concealment in any kind of encounter. Statistically, if someone runs at you with a knife from

anywhere within 20 feet, you will not be able to draw your handgun and engage them before

they are on you. This leads to the need for situational awareness (more later). Be suspicious. A

little bit of paranoia will go a long way.Post-event, question what the intent of others is. You may

be in a barter situation, but is there anything suspicious about their behavior? Do they seem

untrustworthy? Has one of their group begun circling? Think about posture (more later) and

security (more later). If you are alert to your surroundings, mindful, then you will detect threats

early and have a chance of avoiding them. If you are confident and alert, you will also deter

potential assailants from choosing you as their victim. If you operate a buddy system, then you

will never move around in groups of less than two, which will be a greater deterrent. Trust your

intuition, don’t suppress what it is telling you, and act on the warning signs.Blog PostThere Will

Be No Theme Music:What is my point?It is this: 'IT' will never happen when you expect it to

happen. Expect 'dislocation of expectations'. Expect surprise. Be aware of the danger of denial.

You may be taking a dump over a cat hole out in the woods with your pants down around your

ankles, when 'Contact!' is shouted. Snap it off and get going!I realize that I have run a couple of

'reality call' posts recently ('Reality Check: All the Gear No Idea' & 'SHTF Combat Casualty -

Considerations & Realities') and to a certain extent they can be a little depressing. This post is

also about getting a grip with reality, but if you keep reading, I aim to end it on a lighter note,



with a little bit of morale [Note: this was a link to video].When you end up in combat for the first

time, you will most likely not be in control of the situation. Combat is chaos, but it can be

understood. You can 'read the battle' and the better trained you are the more you will be able to

move past fear and panic to understanding.When "IT' does happen, expect to be surrounded

by sudden violence. The crack, zip and whine of impacting enemy rounds. People may be hit,

wounded, screaming.There will be no theme music. You will not all stand up in a line and

advance on the enemy, like they do at the end of Hollywood movies. Notice how they always do

that when the aliens are already on the run, with theme music, and it looks really cool?If you

have never been in combat, never been under enemy fire, what can you do about this?You can

do as much 'battle inoculation' as possible. This means realistic training, doing real drills, with

live fire. You need to train as you will fight. You need to be as fit as you can be.When the day

(or night) comes, you may be weakened by starvation, sickness, exhaustion. You need to

develop an aggression and will to fight, a will to win. Otherwise, you will curl up and allow

yourself to be killed. Don't believe me? Just wait and see how many will behave when SHTF

happens.If you conduct realistic training, you will become more inoculated to the environment

of combat. You will also train the right muscle memory to the stress response of 'fight, freeze or

flight'. The repetitive training will develop muscle memory that will aid you in reacting in the

right way. If you can get past the freeze and roll into the drill, then you are half-way to being

alright.If you can have as part of your team a combat experienced vocal leader, then this will

aid in snapping the green ones out of the potential freeze when you find yourselves crawling

into micro-cover as enemy fire whips and snaps around you, snapping branches out of trees

and kicking dust up off the ground around you. That is the value of a capable and experienced

NCO type.When you have a quiet time, a very good preparation is to visualize situations.

Visualize the drills you have trained and run them through in your head. This can either be

done in general or specific to a new situation. What do I mean by this? You can generally

visualize your, and your teams, reaction to a surprise enemy contact. You can also visualize it

relevant to a specific role you find yourself in. For example, if you find yourself manning a gun

in a turret on a convoy, as you are driving along visualize situations and run through your

reaction. As you approach an overpass, or a village to the side of the road, run through actions

on contact and prepare yourself for when it happens. This will keep your mind in the game.You

can also use the visualization process as part of running combat estimates, or scenarios,

through in your head. For example; you find yourself in a patrol base or defensive position.

Before you selected it, you would have run through the location factors in your mind and

decided how suitable it was (i.e. METT-TC & OCOKA in US Military terms). Once in

occupation, you will base contingency plans off how you are sited to the terrain, approaches

and egress routes, and how you expect an enemy to approach and attack you. You can then

visualize your responses and in this case turn that into actual plans/positions and brief

accordingly. You can even do rehearsals within the allowances of the tactical

situation.Alternatively you can have ear buds in and listen to heavy metal music. And be taken

completely by surprise when rounds start striking. Your mind will not be in the game, is my

point.When you come under fire, you won't know if you are going to be hit or not. When you put

your head up to locate the enemy, which is necessary if you are ever going to suppress him

and thus allow movement, you won't know if you are going to take a round through the skull.

Well, that is why combat is scary. It takes courage to put your head up. However, if you have

trained right, you won't be thinking too much about that, only in the back of your mind - that is

why we have drills. You should be thinking of your role and your place in the drill. If you are the

team leader you have to think about how to get your team out of there. If you are a rifleman you



need to think about locating and suppressing the enemy before communicating a target

indication to the rest of the team. That is why we train and have drills; not only because the

drills work, but also so we actually have a clue what to do when we find ourselves enveloped in

violence, when death stalks around us.If you truly are 'pinned down' you will know it and you

will be glued into whatever micro-cover you can find. Do you know what micro-cover is? You

need to figure that out, or come to WV and I will show you. Anyway, if you are the individual or

element that is truly pinned down by effective fire, you are relying on other team members, who

are under less pressure, to locate and suppress the enemy to allow you to fire and move.The

good news is that despite the absence of theme music and glory, there are some upsides. A

firefight is dangerous, but it can also be very exciting. There is a visceral excitement to the

sound of gunfire and also the explosions of indirect fire. Well, at least I think there is.

Particularly HMG fire - although mostly if is on your side! The beat of a 240 (7.62) or .50Cal

HMG carries with it a deep motivational force. The staccato beat of the gun will lift you and

move you. If you ever can, in an SHTF situation, procure machine-guns and utilize them in

support, it will do a lot for you, not just the physical suppressing effect or the firepower, but the

effect on your morale. But even without belt-fed machine guns, the sound of rifle fire is exciting.

You can see it when I run the squad attack on a CRCD class - as the first bunker is being

assaulted and the depth enemy is being suppressed, there is a crescendo of excitement that

everyone gets caught up in. That is why training must be realistic - all that is missing is the

rounds coming the other way, but if you are drilled enough you will follow through and do it

anyway when the time comes.One of the things that good live firing training will do for you is

allow you to operate with less panic and better as a team. At the basic rifleman level an

example is your shooting - rather than panic shooting, over the top of the sights, better training

will allow you to apply accurate steady fire onto the enemy position. After the essential task of

actually locating the enemy (for which you have to observe from your position of cover),

accurate fire will allow that enemy to be suppressed effectively, which will therefore allow

movement coordinated as a team, which will ultimately mean less of you will be wounded or

killed. Of course, in the above situations I am really talking about situations where you are

taken by surprise, where the enemy has engaged you and they have therefore seized the

initiative. That is why we have 'contact drills'. Even a squad that is offensive minded and

intending to 'advance to contact' and then execute a hasty attack, has to wrest the initiative off

the enemy, locate them and win the firefight, before they can move on to the successful

assault. A small team on patrol, if surprised and contacted by enemy, has no business going

on the offensive. You are trying to survive so break contact and get out of there.As I mentioned

in my post about casualties, a contact situation can be worst case and potentially not

survivable, such as getting caught a well sited ambush. However, these contact drills originate

with the British SOF, designed for small dismounted recce patrols. That is not only why they are

ideal for small groups out on patrol, but it also shows the provenance of the drills: they are not

weak-assed 'run away' drills. It is simply that there is a time and a place. Correctly executed

break contact drills are extremely aggressive, with a weight of accurate fire put down on the

enemy and aggressive movement conducted to get out of the kill zone. You should hit the

enemy hard before melting away. If they follow up, you hit them with a hasty ambush. These are

not submissive drills, they are 'time and place' drills.The time to go forwards is when you plan a

raid, or perhaps an ambush. It may be that you do this after 'bumping' the enemy and breaking

contact, before circling back to recce their position. Either way, you need to locate and recce/

OP the enemy. You will then plan a raid. For a raid, you will use the element of surprise and you

will start with the initiative. This is the vital difference between a surprise contact (or hasty



attack) and a raid/deliberate attack. For the deliberate attack, you will have scouted the area

and made a plan. You will have identified a fire support location and a scheme of maneuver for

your assault and flank/cut off elements. That is when you will want to consider going

forwards.Blog PostOn Fighting:The first thing you want to do with a fight is avoid it. This applies

equally well both now, and in any post-collapse type scenario.To help you with that avoidance

plan, you need to work on being alert and aware. Not only will that awareness help you spot

and avoid potential threats, but it will also help deter those predators that are observing you,

weighing up their chances.Being alert, carrying yourself confidently, and looking like you have

a chance of handling yourself will go a long way to avoid the fight. Don't look like a

victim.'Mindset' is a bit of a 'tacticool' expression, but it means well. If you are not in the

business of getting into fights, you have to worry about it coming to you. If you are suddenly

attacked by a blitz attacker, perhaps some kind of psycho, bent on your destruction, then it will

be a big surprise and they will have a good chance of overwhelming you. So you have to be

ready to go if surprised.The advantage of a psycho blitz attacker is that they are prepared to go

all the way. You are not only taken by surprise, but you are weighed down by all the baggage of

not wanting to be in a fight, conditioned by society, worried about self-defense laws etc. It is not

a time for denial. If he does not take you out immediately, then you have to fight back. It's not a

time for "Wait, try that again, I wasn't ready."As for fighting styles, there are lots of options. I

haven't been in a fight in a long minute, but growing up in the UK it is true that without guns in

society, there is a readiness to go to hand to hand fighting: No chance of the other guy carrying

concealed or having one in his truck - but he may have a claw hammer or knife under his

jacket. Chuck out time at closing from the pubs was basically street fight time. As morals in

society have crumbled, it is increasingly mob violence.In the UK, most fighting is boxing based.

On the streets, if you go to the ground you are most likely to be kicked into unconsciousness by

his mates standing around. It's a bit of a mob thing. But there is more and more MMA in the

UK, and thus grappling.I don't truck with this advice about not punching people. Punch them in

the head. If you can elbow or knee them, fine, but in the absence of that hit hard and fast as

many times as you can until they go down and you can get away. That's the next point. If you

can't avoid, defend aggressively, hit them with everything you have. Then, don't hang around

for awards, get away.If you do get in a fight, however cool your martial arts training is, expect to

get hurt. Chin down, eyes up, prepare to take it and wade in to hand it back to him. It’s not

pretty and no-one will really win. If you can walk or run away from it, you have succeeded.If you

do get taken to the ground - and most people in the US train in Jiu-Jitsu/MMA so it is likely that

they will at least try, know what to do to get out of it. You can't just be a ‘stand-up’ fighter and

expect to get away with it.That leads on to escalation of force. In this article I have not really

been discussing weapons, but if you have them be prepared to escalate in proportion to the

level of force being used against you. And it is not a medieval jousting tournament, so be

prepared to over-match them. There is no chivalry in a street fight. Use force proportionate and

'reasonable' in the circumstances.As for styles, whatever floats your boat. Just train in

something that will allow you to damage the bad guy. I trained at school in Judo. I was on the

team. I remember taking punches in school-yard type fights while I closed with, threw and

clinched them. Seeing stars as punches come flying in is not cool; once I was forced to my

knees by a flurry of punches before I managed to get in and finish it.I decided that I needed to

learn how to punch, so when I got to College I started Thai Boxing. That really does teach you

how to inflict punishment, but you have to be able to take it too. In more recent years, when I

get a moment, I do a bit of Filipino Kali. What I like about that is the reaction training to at least

do something to avoid an incoming punch, stick, knife. As I get older, I like the idea more and



more of not taking a whack to the head.Granted, I'm no black belt, and when the fight starts,

the adrenalin pumps and it all goes a little crazy. That's the time when you go back to what you

know, which usually involves trying to punch the living crap out of the other guy. Whoever really

has their mind in the fight, will usually overwhelm the opponent.So, you have to be able to get a

little crazy. 'Controlled aggression’. If you are actually crazy, then in the words of Miranda

Lambert at the excellent concert I took my wife to not so long ago: "Hide your crazy (girl)."If you

are surprised by a blitz attacker, then you have to instantly turn on the crazy, not freezing or

living in denial.But remember, there is always a ‘badder’ dude in the valley, always someone

tougher than you. Or maybe you are sick, exhausted and/or hungry, not on your top

game.Physical Preparation for Tactical Operations“If you can fill the unforgiving minuteWith

sixty seconds' worth of distance run -Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it,And - which

is more - you'll be a Man my son!”KIPLINGThis is a tactical manual and therefore there is a

requirement for a certain amount of physical ability and activity to accomplish drills. However, it

goes beyond that. You have a responsibility to yourself and your family to be in shape NOW.

Illness and disease excepted, if you have your health you have no excuse to let things go. Post-

event, it will be too late.Take a long hard look at yourself; are you in shape and can you do

better? The more physically fit you are the better you will perform overall in a survival or

combat situation. You will tire less easily. There will be a lot to do that you may not be

accustomed to; lifting, carrying, digging, loading, unloading, hiking etc. To be physically

prepared, you don’t need to be a super-person or a triathlete. You should be able to carry

weight both on your back and in your arms. You should be able to dig and lift. Ideally, you

should be able to carry a heavy rucksack uphill and fight. It is about being robust.Try to do

some basic fitness, some kind of aerobic activity like running, biking or rowing. Throw in some

push-ups, sit-ups and pull-ups. Be the sort of person who will go out and dig that hole or lay

that paving in the garden. Laboring would be good preparation for a post-event situation; if you

work in an office, landscape the yard at the weekends. Go hiking. A certain amount of aerobic

ability is needed, so that you can at least hike with a pack and carry your weapons. Train by

running, walking or similar. There is no utility in being overweight and your mobility will be

severely hindered in a survival situation.On the tactical side, you can’t be fit enough. Movement

under fire is an extremely tiring activity. You may be running, crawling or ‘fire and maneuvering’,

which is short sprints or rushes, followed by hitting the ground, firing and repeat. A lot of this is

anaerobic activity, which means you can’t get enough oxygen in however hard you breathe:

‘sucking it in from China’. You can train for that with sprints and shuttles but really you just need

to make sure that you have a good overall level of fitness and that your weight is controlled.

You will have adrenalin to aid you and a lot of the ability to achieve this kind of physical activity

is rooted in the will to win and determination of the individual.Bear in mind that if you have a

‘man down’ situation and take a casualty, you will have to have the physical ability to move

them. Casualty movement is a physical challenge. The stronger and more robust you are the

better able you will be to add value to your team. Conversely, if your team members or yourself

are overweight and unfit, not only will they find it hard to help the casualty or physically perform

because they have let themselves go, it is also a lot harder to move a grossly overweight

casualty.You are likely to have to be some sort of hybrid between an infantryman and a farmer/

laborer. Think the original citizen soldier. Conventional infantry work itself can be a lot like

laboring; a lot of digging, such as trenches (foxholes), latrines, filling sandbags and making

bunkers. Conventionally, if you are a line infantry soldier facing a threat of indirect fire, you have

to start digging a ‘shell-scrape’ if you are going to be static in a location for more than fifteen

minutes.Patrol bases will have shell scrapes dug around the perimeter, in or behind which the



infantry soldiers will live. Digging a ‘Stage 3’ fire trench with overhead protection can mean

constant digging as a fire team for thirty six hours. An ambush position in conventional warfare

should be dug in, with shell scrapes dug for each firing position. This is to protect from both

direct enemy fire and also against incoming artillery fire.This is a far cry from the recent wars

over the last 10 years, where some infantry have been engaged in this kind of work but many

of the coalition forces involved have been conducting vehicle mounted mobile operations from

secure FOB’s (Forward Operating Bases), protected by HESCO bastions (HESCOs are large

volume stackable wire mesh and cloth ‘boxes’ that are filled with earth or sand, like very large

sandbags). Be prepared for a life of physical activity, from carrying weight to laboring and

occasionally engaging in a firefight.This is not a physical training manual and it will not

presume to recommend various fitness regimes for you to follow. The point, as laid out above,

is that you should take sensible measures to physically prepare and be ready for the demands

that a post-event situation could put on you.If you are the head of your family, then you need to

be able to physically protect your family when the SHTF. Now, there are other aspects to this

including age and illness. You only have to spend some time on a shooting range, or even at

the Mall for that matter, to see the various shapes and sizes that come through. Many of the

range user types definitely rely on the old joke that, “You may be able to outrun me, but you

won’t be able to outrun this 5.56 / 9mm /substitute caliber here.”Being in such poor physical

shape is only doing them and those they will need to protect a disservice. On the other side of

this are those that are genuinely disabled or old, despite a healthy lifestyle. Many of the

shooters on a range will be sensible law abiding older folk with CCW permits. They are

determined to be able to defend themselves in a self-defense situation or home invasion. And

they will, no doubt. But they will be less likely to be able to deal with the rigors of the overall

post-event scenario and the physical demands. Even your combat veteran from Vietnam era is

slowing down now.So, beyond keeping yourself fit and healthy as best you can, there are limits

to this created by age, infirmity, disease and disability. However, such characters can bring a

huge wealth of knowledge and experience to the party and therefore the best approach would

be specialization to allow best use of resources. Thus, the message here is not so much that

everyone needs to be super-fit, more that there is no room for self-inflicted laziness and lard-

asses: get out and keep physically prepared to the extent that you are able. Step away from the

cookie jar!Don’t take supplements to artificially enhance muscle mass, and don’t take

recreational drugs. None of this will stand you in good stead post-event. Don’t obsess about

having ‘six-pack abs’; this is neither important nor natural. Consider the utility of having a little

‘reserve’ around your waist, so long as it is not excessive.On the long strenuous marches

across the Falklands Islands by British Forces in 1982, carrying heavy weight and advancing

on the Argentinian positions, it was notably the PT instructors that suffered and fell out. The

‘Gym Queens’ never do well: they are often either on supplements or have too little body fat to

sustain themselves. So, don’t try and ‘get massive’ for its own sake and on the other hand, take

a good look at you: for example, are you really a big boned guy, a big strong tough guy, or are

you just overweight? Would you be better served reducing your body fat and being able to

maneuver yourself better?Blog PostKeep Low, Move Fast – PT for Survival:I often get asked

about "How fit do I need to be to train with you." My answer is that you don't have to be very fit,

because you will learn the basics, but that the fitter you are the more helpful it will be. I tell

people that even if they are not moving fast on the ranges, they are still running through the

maneuvers, the principles, and applying accurate fire to the enemy, thus creating and

maintaining momentum. Let's be realistic - many people are older, 50's/60's and are still doing

this tactical training. They will invariably not be as fast as when they were in their 20's, but they



still need to be able to do the business if this thing collapses around us.I find that some people

try and lose weight in the time before attending training, and still want to lose more, and others

realize while training that they are not in very good condition for tactical maneuver and need to

work harder. This does not stop them training, and I see them go up the range with great heart,

usually moving faster than you would think when you hear them complaining about their fitness

level! Adrenalin helps with that...When I am training students in fire and movement, because I

am focusing on teaching them the basics and not simply exhausting people, I make using the

prone position voluntary, most of the time. For me, it is fine to run through the drills using a

kneeling position, if that suits their level of physical capability. Once the student leaves me, they

can work harder on the fitness, the importance of it having been illustrated. I cannot however

abide students kneeling in front of an active target (enemy) while, for instance, dealing with a

stoppage. I will tell people to take better cover in those situations.When people have got the

basics and are working well together in their buddy or team elements, I will tell them that 'in the

real world' if they want to improve their chances of survival in combat, they need to work on

'keep low, move fast' - by which I mean a faster speed of the rushes they make and lower

(usually prone) fire positions in better cover. This can even include crawling between fire

positions, rather than making short rushes (bounds), if the enemy fire is heavy enough.So the

message here is that to maximize your effectiveness and survivability in dismounted infantry /

resistance combat, you need to be fitter. This will allow you to patrol, infiltrate, exfiltrate, stay

alert and fight. If you are exhausted, you will become a slow mover. There are times when you

will be exhausted but still have to produce the goods, and that is where determination and

heart come into play. Why do you think elite SOF/light infantry style units place such a premium

of determination, fitness and will to fight? I am most definitely not talking here about the 'six-

pack abs' steroid kind of vanity fitness here. It is also not just a young man’s game. As you get

older, so long as you continue to fight the ravages of increasing unfitness and obesity, you will

generate better endurance but suffer from lower VO2 max, which basically means you won’t be

able to sprint so fast but you can carry a ruck for days.When us old farts in our 40's, 50's, and

60's get going to fight, after the collapse and the onset of full-on lawlessness or tyranny, we will

not be young infantry soldiers. But we are the gray foxes, the experience. We should have the

maturity and mental determination to keep going and never give up. The more physically fit you

are, the better able to will be to fight off mental fatigue when the going gets tough.It doesn't

matter if you have a bit of a gut. It matters that you take fitness seriously and work hard at it.

One of the problems we have nowadays is increasing obesity, in all generations. Junk food,

GMO's and all that. What better way to cow a population into ‘sheeple’ by making them lazy

and obese and unable to get off their butts to actually put up a fight. I suggest you spend less

time behind your keyboard talking on the ‘interwebz’ about liberty, and put more time into

getting ready to be able to fight for it. PT, and actual tactical competence, will matter if/when it

comes down to it.Some of us are older; some have injuries and medical conditions. It does not

matter, work within what parameters you have. I often get asked about this, and have

commented in the past. But things like military standard PT tests and training designed for

young recruits are not necessarily helpful measures. If you can run, run. If you can ruck march

then do it. If you have to do non-weight bearing exercise like cycling or whatever, do so. One of

the things I very strongly advocate is a generally active lifestyle, to include as much simulation

of 'manual labor' as you can do. By this I mean activities like digging, which simulate the life of

an infantry soldier. When I am out working on the ranges at my site, I am cutting trees, moving

logs, digging holes, all day. This is great training. It does not help me run two miles faster, but it

helps with endurance and conditioning. If you get a chance to dig out your yard, do so. Don't



kid yourself; anytime you are going to gear up and fight in combat, you need to be able to carry

a combat load. This is your rifle, ammunition, your sustainment load of food water and shelter,

plate carrier etc. Instead of complaining about it, ensure you are not carrying excess weight

(ammo is not excess weight) and get used to it. You need to be able to move while carrying a

combat load about your body. You also need to be realistic about food and shelter. You are a

modern American. Hopefully you are participating as much as possible in the outdoors

camping/hiking lifestyle. But you still have needs. No, you are not on the Ho Chi Minh Trail

subsisting off a handful of rice a day while squatting in the jungle. You are not an Afghan hill

fighter in flip flops. You have basic sustainment needs. You need ammo, more than one

magazine for your AK. You need food and water and decent footwear. Coffee. Logistics.So

leave off some of the more ridiculous references to guerrilla/insurgency movements and think

about how it would work for real here in the US. Coffee anyone?In summary, if you find yourself

in combat, your effectiveness and survivability will owe a lot to your physical fitness and the

ability to carry at least a basic load in and out of the fight. If, right now, you have work to do,

then get on with it. Do not delay either physical or tactical training. Training can be adjusted to

take account of your current state of fitness, so that you learn and practice what you need to

know now.If you are busy being a keyboard commando, telling yourself that you will somehow

rise to the occasion when necessary, then you are in denial and kidding yourself. You need to

get out, train and test your gear. You will be surprised at even the gear revelations that people

take away after running through drills on my ranges. I quote this from an email from a student

on one of my training weekends: "I know now that many of the notions I held before last

weekend were naïve and foolish as to how to prepare to defend myself and my family".Blog

PostRealistic Rucking:I've seen some stuff around and about recently about rucking. I

remember back in the day when I could ruck twenty miles carrying 150 lb. in about an hour.

Ooops - BS Alert!Let's take a realistic look at rucking. I did do an article not so long ago about

extreme rucking on UKSF selection - but remember this is an extreme event designed to select

and is not to be taken as a way of training or a standard to aspire to.Let's think about a couple

of factors. I am now forty years old. I used to think I was luckier than some by getting out of the

British Army without destroying my knees, but more recently I have suffered for it, it appears to

be catching up. A lot of you out there are older, looking for ways to protect your families in

SHTF. You are not of the age where you might be joining the army for the first time. You may be

aged anywhere from your 30's to 70's. This means you may already have injuries and it is not a

time to start destroying your knees or back.The flip side of that is that you may never have

done activity that would perhaps have caused overuse injury, but you may have gone the other

way and destroyed your body by inactivity and fatness. That is also something that you need to

try and fix while you can.Why would we consider needing to train by rucking? Because we plan

to carry arms and operate in the way of a light infantry soldier when SHTF arrives. That will

entail the carriage of at least a basic fighting load of weapons, ammo and equipment. We may

have to patrol, move or bug-out over varied terrain carrying fighting and sustainment loads. We

may have to escape an enemy force while carrying our gear. So, there is a reason for it, and

the more conditioned you are the better you will be able to cope, the more alert you will be, and

thus the more chance of survival you will have.I used to ruck for a living. We used to call it

'tabbing', or being on a 'tab'. The Royal Marines call it 'yomping'. Tabbing with fighting and

sustainment loads was part of the selection into and the role performed during my time in the

British Army. One of the things to immediately point out is that the athletic selection and

conditioning events that you see and hear about are simply that. They are standards and

conditioning events. They are not what you do when you go into the field or on operations. But,



the fitter you are the better you will be able to cope on operations.For example, part of the

selection standard on 'Pegasus (or 'P') Company, passing which is a requirement to attend

parachute training in the British Army, is the '10-miler'. There are other tabs with varying

distance and weight to pass as part of the course. However, the 10-miler is historic because it

came about following the jump into Arnhem in 1944 as part of operation 'market-garden' (of the

movie 'A Bridge Too Far'). The Paras had to rapidly move 10 miles from the drop zone to the

bridge. The standard for the 10-miler is 35 lb., water and rifle, over hilly terrain, in 1 hour 50

minutes. This is an 11 minute mile pace.It has to be understood that this is a hard event on its

own. To make this time, you have to run on the downhill and 'tab it out' on the flat and uphill.

The technique is to take the longest strides possible, swinging the arms or rifle out to the side,

almost like speed walking. If you are not conditioned, it can hurt the muscles on the front of the

lower legs (shins), cramping them up. When you are 'double timing' it you are either shuffle-

running or outright running downhill to make up time. When you are marching ('tabbing') you

are not allowed to run, to shuffle, because it causes the squad to concertina and makes it

really hard on those at the back - but you can run to catch up if you fall off the back of the

squad.The standard for the British Army overall is (was?) the CFT (Combat Fitness Test) which

is 8 miles, 55 lb., water, rifle and helmet in 2 hours. This is a 15 minute mile pace. This is also

achieved by 'tabbing' and shuffling downhill.You have to realize that by doing this you are

putting a lot of stress on your knees and other joints, including your back. This is not hiking. 15

minute miles is a 4mph pace which is actually pretty fast and most hikers will not sustain that

over hilly terrain. As I mention in the SAS rucking article linked at the top, the required pace on

UKSF selection is set at 4kmph as the crow flies (checkpoint to checkpoint). When you hike

downhill, your knees take 8 x more mechanical stress of your bodyweight. Imagine that with a

heavy ruck and running. There is a lot of stress there.When I was training to go on UKSF

selection, I had learned of the danger of overuse injury. I used to run one day, and go on a long

cycle ride the next. I would then take time out to go up into the hills and hike. The cycling and

the hiking are excellent endurance conditioning for carrying a pack over the hills. When I would

hike, I would not 'tab' - I would not run downhill. I would just walk all day over the

mountains.Prior to going on selection, I attended a short prep course run at one of the Para

Battalions. They took us out for a tab. It was very interesting, because the concept of the PTI

who was running the training was that we would not tab conventionally. Conventional tabbing,

walking uphill and running down, is the best way to efficiently get from A to B. But it potentially

injures you, and overuse injuries are not good before turning up at selection. So, he had us

running UP the hills and walking DOWN. Really hard work, but less stress on the joints.It is

apparent that you need to do some conditioning for rucking. But if you do you must balance

that out with exercise that is non-weight bearing. If you run and ruck too much you are headed

for injury. So, run a day, ruck a day, then do other stuff like swimming, cycling, rowing. Good

hard cardio exercise that reduces the stress on the joints.Pace: as already shown, some of the

paces you see are not realistic unless you are prepared to run and bust a gut to achieve the

sort of time quoted. A 15 minute mile pace with a heavy ruck is still achieved only by fast

'tabbing' and some running downhill. If I were you, training for SHTF, I would not concentrate on

the speed. I would simply concentrate on 'hiking'. Just being able to carry the ruck for decent

distances over hilly terrain. After all, once we move away from the conditioning events, that is

what we are actually training for, right? Carrying the ruck on a bug-out or a patrol. I don't mean

dawdle and pick flowers, but I mean set a good hiking pace and just sustain it, taking water

breaks every now and then.Granted, you may have to do a 'two miler' when you have to run

with your fighting load to relieve another unit in heavy contact. But if you are overall fit, you will



do it anyway. The best conditioning with a ruck comes from carrying that load up a hill, not

running down it.Ruck weight: I discussed this concept a little in this post about gear philosophy.

You will be making a mistake if you plan to carry too much gear. Notice the weights that I have

quoted for the conditioning events above: 35 to 55 lb., no more. UKSF selection weight is 55 lb.

plus food, water and rifle. Even once you have conditioned yourself to carry basic loads by

starting off light, I would not recommend that you go beyond 35-40 lb for your regular ruck

weight that you train with. Yes, that is mostly for those who want to actually tab and get those

10-miler standards that I quoted above, but simply carrying a very heavy ruck has limited

utility.In the Para Battalions, the standard ruck weight for a Friday morning routine 10-miler was

35 lb. That is sufficient. Once in a while, mainly in Support Company, we would do 'heavy

carries'. This meant much heavier loads, mainly achieved by going out and doing the 10-miler

carrying the battalion support weapons on top of the 35 lb. weight. So, support machine guns,

mortars, MILAN anti-armor weapons. Carried on top of rucks and shoulders. This was done

very much at a walk. The purpose here was to condition troops whose job it was to carry that

equipment dismounted. If you are not ever going to do that, why ever ruck with more than 55

lb.? Last time I was doing my own ruck training I was carrying 40 lb. and I was running the

downhill, but I was training for an event.My point is this: don't set unrealistic goals and don't

head for overuse injury. It is not so important to listen to what people said they did "back in the

day," but better to worry about what is right for you now. Don't try and carry too much weight in

your ruck, and don't try too much running downhill to make up pace time. You mostly won't be

doing that when carrying a ruck SHTF anyway, because you will be in a tactical environment.

So, get the cardio and muscular system ready to tolerate the load, without breaking yourself

doing it.Weapons“Excuses [Opinions] are like assholes, Taylor, everybody got one.”SSGT

Barnes, Platoon (1986)Weapons are freely available in the United States. Therefore, there are

plenty of weapons for people to use against you. Therefore it follows that to defend yourself you

need to have weapons, and the right ones. Post-event, there is no room for moralizing about

whether weapons ownership is right or not. Weapons are a necessary tool of self-defense. For

a soldier, weapons are a tool of the job; you get what you are issued. There is little room for

being a ‘gun nerd’; save that for a hobby if you enjoy it.At the basic level you just have to make

sure you have the right tool for the job. There is no room for lengthy debate about this and that,

and this widget, that caliber and this velocity and so on; some of that simply comes from being

spoiled for choice. Make sure you have the right weapons for the job. Preppers will talk ad

nauseam about the arsenal of weapons they need for this job and that job and all that. In

addition, there is also a lot of nonsense out there about the capability of various firearms and

ammunition. For example, the 5.56 (.223) is the US and NATO standard assault weapon

combat round. It is highly effective in combat. For hunting use, it is often considered a ‘varmint

round’ and sometimes not authorized for bigger game hunting. This does not make it

ineffective. If you are struck center mass with a 5.56 round, you are not going to walk it off.This

is really the point here – there is a tendency to disappear down a rabbit-hole of debate about

what weapons you need. For tactical use, you are best served by tactical combat weapons, but

at a pinch anything you have will have to serve. There is an additional prepper debate as to the

other uses that you will require weapons for, which can lead to a whole armory full of niche

weapons. You need to buy what you can afford and can comfortably train yourself to use for the

worst case situation, which is you being targeted and hunted by fellow humans. In a survival

situation, you can always use those tactical weapons for other uses, which would be an

imperfect solution in an imperfect world.For self-defense, you preferably need to have

handguns, tactical rifles and shotguns. Get a decent handgun in something like 9mm, .40



or .45, something like a Glock or whatever you are happy with. Get a tactical rifle, something

like an AR-15 or an AK in 5.56, 7.62 x 39 (short, AK type) or 7.62 x 51 (NATO = .308 civilian). If

you are a sharpshooter or expert hunting shooter, then you may want to consider the addition

of a sniper rifle (long range hunting rifle). Have shotguns such as the Remington 870 pump-

action available for close in home-defense type work, using 00 buck, slugs or similar self-

defense shells, or perhaps to arm those less handy with a rifle with as a last ditch defense

weapon.The shotgun thing is debatable. You could do without them if everyone is comfortable

with AR style weapons. Often, some people just feel more comfortable with a shotgun, it makes

them feel a little more justified in carrying it for what they see as defensive purposes. In reality,

a shotgun has much more recoil, kick, then an AR. Thus arming a diminutive female, for

example, with an AR may be a better deal. Particularly when they can get thirty rounds rapidly

downrange with little recoil as compared to perhaps 6 rounds of slug or 00 buck from a

shotgun. And then reload with another magazine quicker than they can reload the shotgun.

Think about it.Don’t worry if the law only allows you to have tactical rifles, such as the M4/

AR15, in semi-auto mode i.e. single shot: this is really all you need for the vast majority of

situations, full auto being a waste of ammunition except in situations at close range facing

overwhelming numbers of enemy. Rapid or deliberate fire from well-aimed single shots is much

more effective, and your trigger finger can move pretty fast if it needs to.Make sure your

weapons are zeroed – ‘sighted in’. Make sure that you have enough spare magazines and

some sort of rig to carry it in. A minimum of six thirty round magazines would be acceptable,

with more if possible. You can never have too much ammunition. Have body armor if possible,

at least a ballistic plate carrier.For your battle rifle platform, whatever caliber it is, there are

several ancillaries that you should consider setting up on the rifle. If we take an AR15 for

example, there are a few things you should consider:• Ensure that the rifle is chambered

for 5.56 and not .223. People will tell you that these are the same thing but they are not. The

5.56 chambered rifle will tolerate the greater pressures generated by the military round, and

thus you can safely fire .223 in a 5.56 but you may experience problems firing 5.56 in a .223

rifle. Given that in a collapse or civil war situation much of the ammunition available will be

government issued 5.56, it makes sense to have a rifle that will reliably fire it.

Contact A Tactical Converse, Contact A Tactical Concentra, Contact A Consumer Cellular,

Contact A concrete calculator, Contact A Connor McDavid, Contact A consolidated

communications, Contact A consumer reports, Contact A Consumers Energy

Small Unit Tactics: An Illustrated Manual, Real World Gunfight Training: Use Cutting-Edge

Brain Training and Accelerated Learning to Master Real World Gunfight Skills in a Fraction of

the Time as Special Operations or SWAT, Defensive Operations: TW-03 (Tactical Wisdom),

Single-Person Close Quarters Battle: Urban Tactics for Civilians, Law Enforcement and Military

(Special Tactics Manuals Book 1), Small War Tactics Professional Handbook: Winning in

Counterinsurgency and Low-Intensity Conflict (Special Tactics Professional Handbooks Book

1), Cheap Shots, Ambushes, and Other Lessons: A down and dirty book on streetfighting and

survival, Concrete Jungle: A Green Beret's guide to Urban Survival, Small Unit Infantry

Ambush Tactics: Ambush Techniques and Battlecraft for Infantry Squads and Platoons (Special

Tactics Manuals Book 9), Squad-Level Infantry Rural Combat: Small Unit Tactics and

Battlecraft for Infantry and Recon Units (Special Tactics Manuals Book 5), Prairie Fire:

Guidebook for Surviving Civil War 2, Tactical Home Defense and Security: Defend Yourself and

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/ZDodL/Contact-A-Tactical-Manual-for-Post-Collapse-Survival


Family Against Home Invasion and Deadly Attack (Special Tactics Manuals Book 8), Crisis

Preparedness Guide: How to Survive the Coming Collapse

Ebook Tops Reader, “This and john mosby's reluctant partisan are the best on the subject. This

and john mosby's reluctant partisan are the best on the subject .and a distant third would be "a

failure of civility" and fm 7-8 ....but max velocity's book really shines not just due to the info in

his book but due to the fact that his forum will answer all your questions and very quickly . Max

Velocity also seems very calm ,cool and prossional and not full of himself like alot of other

instructors in the firearm training world ,definatly buy this book and mosbys but be warned

about mosby ,hes not as calm or well spoken as Max Velocity,hes more of a in your

face ,yelling ,cussing type dude...which i love but alot of people dont.....and ignore ar15.com

only negative thing ive ever read about MVT and it was them questioning saftey when theyve

never seen a class of his and none of the critics there even gave a good case ,i got a

real"civilians shouldnt learn this stuff "feel .Honestly ive asked three diffrent people with

credible experience to look at the book and give me an opinion an and thry all ended up buying

it .....buy it ....practice....and listen to MVT or John Mosbys camp when they speak...not some

cops over the internet who dont think we are worthy of being prepared......sorry for the long

review and rant ...guess i couldve just said buy this book”

GhillieMan, “You NEED This Book!. .Discerning a dangerously higher level of Anarchy

nowadays?Do you sense either a Hard Reset (God's Wrath), or some type of Soft Reset (man-

made or natural Critical Incident) is coming to the land of Sodom and Gomorrah?Already have

survival plans for you and those who God placed under your stewardship?By carefully studying

this manual you will be able to double-check your strategy.Don't have any survival plans at all?

Then you need to IMMEDIATELY up your survival strategy. Learn firearms tactics by a legally

certified source. Obtain your survival items. Purchase and STUDY this book.Get this book and

have a notepad with plenty of paper ready. Then RE-STUDY and take more detailed

notes.God Bless Max Velocity, a seasoned professional warrior, for putting this message out for

law abiding citizens because it is filled with Golden Nuggets of survival tips and even deeper

pointers about our so-called "democratic system"--but you must be patient and allow God's

Spirit (The Holy Spirit) to guide you in discerning the pointers and applying it to your own

survival environment.Whether you are new to survival preparation or a more experienced

survivalist, get this book, along with the series "Jericho", which Velocity recommended to his

readers!Stay Safe,...Ghillie Man (aka Chappy)”

Michael G Wilson, “Fantastic book on basic light infantry tactics for all interested Preppers. This

is a excellent book on basic tactics and survival concepts involving defensive and offensive

light infantry operations that someone may encounter during a SHTF/TEOTWAWKI event.

There is excellent advice on equipment, weapons, optics, combat first aid, tactics, battle drills,

and the necessary level of physical fitness required to conduct light infantry operations at the

fire team and squad level. As someone who spent almost 25 years on active duty in the US

Army in light infantry units I thought this book would be an interesting read since professional

soldiers are always expanding their knowledge base on military history, battles, tactics and the

teachings of other experts in the field. For anyone with extensive light infantry experience this

book will be a good refresher of basic concepts. For someone who has never served in a Light

Infantry unit or been involved with the 75th Ranger Regiment, Special Forces, Navy SEALs, or



the Marines (all Marines are Infantry Riflemen first) the information is this book could mean the

difference between life and death when the SHTF/TEOTWAWKI. Having said that, you can't

just take the information and expect to become a expert and survive--you must learn the

concepts, extensively practice the battle drills until they are second nature and ensure you are

in good enough physical condition to actually perform infantry operations. Failure to do this

means the bad guys or someone like me who is desperate enough to survive will have all your

stuff when the SHTF. Buy the book!”

CB3, “Good read. A compilation of numerous blog articles, questions and responses. Some

original material too, especially to help make the whole work flow, as it is a little disjointed at

times. It sometimes goes off on some bunny trails. However, this is great information presented

by an authority who is willing to share what will work for real world situations rather than

rehashing modern military, LEO and tactical BS. There is no discounting of the general citizen's

interest in the subject matter, but even veterans will find information on adapting military

training to the different conditions expected in civil unrest. A good read, and a good primer

before attending the promoted training classes.”

J. Karczmit, “Mostly for training battle groups, not general family survival. Very informative

book. It starts out with tactics for scouting and evasion if seen by enemy forces, which is a

good chapter. It then goes into proper looting of possible locations, stressing that you need to

conceal your efforts from prying eyes. The next 80% of the book is about training groups for

battle, tactics, command structure, decision making, transport, drills, etc. It is a primer on how

to assemble your forces (family/friends) into a structured military chain of command. If you

want basic scrounging for survival, then pass on by, nothing to see here. However, face it, if you

survive more than a few weeks, you will be attacked for your food, weapons, women, supplies,

etc. There is no question that when rule of law breaks down long enough where people realize

that there will not be any repercussions for their actions, they will resupply by looting at first,

then they will come after individuals and smaller groups. It's human nature. This book will

provide some tactical guidelines in how to fight to survive and how to keep your force from

infighting. This book requires a high level of commitment if you want to get anything out of it.”

Matthew, “Excellent. Was not expecting this to be 500 pages! Fantastic, comprehensive manual

on small unit tactics and touched on numerous other areas and offered great tips and advice.A

must have if you are interested in this kind of thing, I have purchased several other similar

books and this is far superior.Being from the UK some parts of this manual are very firearm

heavy and more focused towards the US, but with the author living in the US you can't really

blame him. Will definitely be looking at more books from this author in the future.”

Richard Bence, “Good book.. Very much a tactical manual for small unit operations, very to the

point in these respects. This is not a Lofty Wiseman type survival manual with general survival

information it is more a military manual with information for use in conflict situations and aimed

at the US market in which firearms are common. In saying this it is interesting stuff to read and

does contain many useful ideas.”

K. Cranfield, “Provides real advice on tactics which could only come from .... Provides real

advice on tactics which could only come from someone with real military experience. That's the

most important thing about this book, it provides real advice that will massively increase your

chances of survival in the coming storm! That's what you need,,,”



AndyHat, “Contact!: A Tactical Manual for Post Collapse Survival. a little less 'survival', a little

more 'militia'...excellent though...excellent - everything you need to know in a single

volume...great pics and clear text. Roll on the day after tomorrow!”

Dutch, “Interessant !. Aus militärischen Sicht wird hier Survival beschrieben. Gibt detaillierte

Info her”

The book by Sara Low has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 373 people have provided feedback.
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